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DEFENSE WOULD REFUTi

MASTERING THE MONSTERS

GREAT HARVEST

PROFESSOR'S

i

CROP IS

KEABLES TELLS HOW
HE PURCHASED

says

A LITTLE

His Lead.

w

.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug., 24 The
wonderful west is stirring itself for
the harvest. It's the old song of
wneat and or
men. A bird s eye
view
of the great golden area at
this moment would be an inspiration
rrom tne miack
cities and towns.
hundreds are wending their way to
tne items.
"Our farms produce more than
8,500,000 ivr annum, and the pros
pe?t Is good for an average crop,"
said Leslie M. Shaw, former secre
tary of the treasury In a recent
statement.
This harvest means
work
mousanas and prosperity and glad
tne
west.
in
nearis
boundless
Whole streets in Minneapolis and
St. Paul have for weeks been given
over to otnees of employment men
w ho are choosing hands for the
har
vest. Students are flocking to the
fields to earn money real dollars
threshing engines are busily putting
and blowing as they crawl along the
roans rrom rield to field.
The first barley of the season has
Minneapolis.
reached
Even the
wneat traders who usually take lit..
tie Interest In other grains were anx
ious to know how It would sell.
A
car load from Iowa sold at 63 cents
a bushel; the other car load from
South Dakota brought 65 cents. This
was 2 cents lower than the highest
price of last year, and the wheat
nwn saw signs of higher
wheat
prices in the two deals.
Croy
Kansas' Kite
Kansas.
Nebraska and the
great wheat growing states areother
all
tinea up with the
most
bountiful
yields of the country, Kansas alone
being only 17 percent short of her
Dest crop record. Her crop is now
out of the way as it has been nearly
all threshed.
The railroads, disgruntled as thav
may be against the public, are hun
gry for the harvest. They
have
granted low rates to harvesters and
are vying with each other in their
efforts to get them Into the fields.
Almost weekly they secure statements
irom their stations of how many men
are needed at each point and what
wages are paid. The latest statement,
issued by the Soo, showed
definite
calls for 6.000 men at wages varvlng
Ing from $2.25 to $3 a day, "with
boa rd.
The other day. the most
novel
school In the world was brought to
a close at the Minneapolis experimental association. It turned out, afcourse,
ter a three-mont- h
400
young men who had been nearlv
taught by
the state to operate threshing engines.
The tuition was almost free. These
men are hglng hustled Into the fields
They will receive as htiih as 16 and
$7 a day, with board.
The actual threshing of wheat he.
gins late this month.
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MAN'S BODY IS SHRAPNEL SHELL FROM EXPRESS LINE OWNERS

FOUND

AT FOOT

He Fell to Bottom While Mak-
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New Orleans,
La.,
August 24
The body of an unknown young niun.
apparently seventeen years of ant,
was found in Pear! river,
at tne
mouth of Hailday's canal.
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SEND THE BOY AROUND
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TALKS

ELECT NEW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

rvew York, Aug., 24. A circular
has been sent to every stockholder of
the United States Express company
enclosing a blank request asking him
to mail the same, signed, to Secretary Chauncey, of the company, re
questing that a meeting of the stock
holders be held for the election of
seven directors. The circular
accompanied by a letter setting forth
that It has
been forty-fiv- e
years
since the shareholders
met.
The
object of the meeting Is stated to be
to elect n board of directors opposed
to the Piatt management, which Is
charged with mismanagement
Nil Xetss:lty
Meeting
Heretofore there has been no necessity for the annual meeting of
the
stockholders.
The directors
have met, transacted business, filled
vacancies in the board when
they
occurred either by death or resignation, and the
concern
paid
ha
wonderful dividends, hence there was
no reason In the minds of the many
stockholders why they should spend
SUIT TO DISSOLVE
either
money to hold
or
time
meeting.
As long as matters moved In this
STANDARD Oil CO groove, well and good. Now, however.
It Is whispered that fear that the Interstate commerce commission may
come
round anil find many
New York, August 24. Frank U. things swooping
not to its liking.
Therefore
Kellogg, special counsel for the In- charges
of mismanagement are openterstate commerce commission,
ly made against the Piatt
managehere and will begin taking ment and the warfare is on. It Is Imtestimony on September 3. in a suit possible
state which faction has a
filed in the federal court of St. Louis majority to
as there has been no public
to dissolve the Standard Oil Co.
expression of opinion on which such
a basis could be made.
CATCHER BADLY HURT
BOY'S MOTHER SAW

HI
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Chicago, 111., August 24. Danger
ous spies are in the Commercial
Telegraphers'
union, according to
President S. J. Small. These spie
are responsible for the present stampede strike, he charges, and are also
trying to cause a stampede of the
railroad telegraphers.
"These spies are endeavoring to fyt
us Into as much trouble as possible,"
he said. "They manipulated things
so that the stampede strike was begun and are now using tholr every
effort to spread the trouble to the
raiiroua telegraphers."
"Do you charge them with bring
ing about this stampede strike?" asked International Secretary
Woeley
itussen, who was listening to President Smalt while he waa making the
cnarges.
"Yes." replied the strike leader,
"We all know It Is true and It Is
time for the publlo to learn the
truth."
President Small then said that
huge financial Interests were behind
those spies.
Si null's Statement Sensatlonnl.
The sensational statement of President Small, placed a new light upon
tho strike of . telegraphers and was
said to demonstrate that the national officers had opposed the calling of
the walkout.
Officials of the telegraph companies
aia mat , they were securing . naw
,
men every day.
On the Other hand, according to
.
President Small, the entire south, the
far west and the great northwest are
without telegraphic communication
' Mo Arbitration.
Mr. Small gave out a sensational
Interview today as he prepared for
nts trip to .New York this evening.
"And I am not going there to seek
arbitration,' 'he declared. "All this
talk about the companies doing a
normal nusinesa is Dosh.
"The Western Union." he continu
ed, "Is only doing 25 per cent of its
normal business. Ten per cent of
mis is done over the wires and 15
per cent Is transmitted through the
mans.
"Here Is the condition In the south:
New Orleans,
Galveston, Memphis
are not on tne telegraphic map. You
cannot send telegrams south of Louis
ville, and there is only one operator
at work mere. He Is connected wltn
the Associated Press.
Far West Conditions.
"The condition In the far west
San Kranclsco cannot be reached by
leiegrapn.
i nis is a condition that
has existed since the Inauguration of
the strike.
"In the Northwest St. Paul Is as
far north as the two commercial
companies can reach. Beyond that
they are unable to handle a message.
"Heporta from HouthCarolina Indi
cate that every telegrapher in the
state has gone on strike. That state
is Isolated from the world.
"The companies are not handling
anything like normal business.
Indicate they are handling
about 25 per cent of their regular
ousiness, out less than one-ha- lf
of
this Is done over the wires. The remainder, about 15 per cent of the
whole. Is handled by malt and express."
President Small said he was willina
that a committee should be appointed
to Investigate conditions In the. strikebound olttces and determine whether
they were running under
"normal
conditions." a the cimpuuies claim.
.

LINES

Norfolk, Va., Aug. 24. The executive board of the American Federation of Labor In session
here . last
night requested all civic organizations to
with the federation in an effort to have the next
congress enact stringent Immigration
laws providing for the exclusion of
oil Asiatic laborers.
President Roosevelt and congress
were asked to Investigate the cost of
buying the telegraph lines for governmental ownership.
Miners of the Transvaal asked for
financial aid and It will be given as
far as possible.
Asiatic
The executive board has for some
time been considering these propositions, especially that
concerning
Asiatic labor, and the
resolutions
adopted last night are exceptionally
strong In their denunciation of the
cheap coolie labor which has been
permitted to come Into this country In yeara past. The
federal. on
board also feela that Japanese coolies
should be barred from the, country
more rigidly, since they, to a large
extent, will work as cheaply as
Chinese.
The present exclusion laws, In part
are quoted In the resolution,
and
tho portions of those laws
where
weakness Is believed to be shown,
according to the board, will be presented to congress with a request that
the weak sections be strengthened.
Jovpmment Ownership
The present telegraph strike Is re
sponsible, beyond any doubt, for the
government
requesting
resolution
ownership.
Some time since
the
American Federation
Labor,
of
through the central unions, requested
the president to have the proper department investigate the telegraph
companies with a view to ascertaining whether or not they are not violating the anti-trulaws. The present action of the executive board is
for the purpose of going still further
than the action of the central union,
by having the government own
the

te

st

lines.
A formal appeal from the miners

country,
the Transvaal
stating
Is almost hopeless unless they receive aid at once,
was received,
arrangements
and
made for all the aid possible from
the Fedetation treasury.
Individual
members will be asked to contribute
what they can. The Influx of miners
Into that district of south Africa and
the poor crop season throughout the
country, coupled with low wages at
the mines makes aid necessary.
In

that their condition

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD

OPERATORS

KILLEOTSTlT
IN

TO DEATH

FRONT

CAR

OF

HER HOME

LaCrosse, Wis., Aug., 24. One life
was lost and five other persons had
narrow escapes in the destruction by
fire of the home of Mrs. Mary Ker-ste- Colorado
Springs
Woman
today. With great deal of
Mrs.
Krester and four chilto
Failed
Notice Her Apdren were taken from the burning
structure, but her eldest boy, Fred,
proaching Dangtr.
aged
could not be rescued by the
firemen and he refused to Jump. He
was burned to death before the eyes
Colorado Springs. Aug., 24. Mrs.
of his mother and a large crowd of
Nellie M. Hopkins, aged 40. wife of
spoliators.
Assistant Superintendent
James H.
Hopkins, of an insurance
company
of this place, was struck and horribMANY GIRLS DISAPPEAR
ly mangled by an east bound Man-lo- u
crossng
slreek car while
the
si reel directly in frot of her home
FROM BERLIN HOMES about
o'clock today. She died in
t lie
hospital
without
recovering
consciousness an hour later.
was
Her
skull
fractured,
her left
ileiiin, Aug., 24. The mysterious leg
In two places between the
disappearance of young women In kneebroken
the
ankle,
and
left hip bone
Ileiiin is increasing m un alarming was bioken and the and
left arm terribextent. No less than five such disly cut.
appearances were reported to the
Mrs. Hopkins started across
the
poilee today, and a number of othto a neighbor's
house and
ers
during the week. It Is street
passed direvily in front of the car,
surmis-- d
that "white slave" opera- evidently miscalculating
distance
tors are at work and probably ex- - Mortoiman Lewis tried the
stop the
port their victims, as most of tiie car but the distance wasto too
short
jiiirU disappeared
without
leaving and the woman was knocked down
any trace of their u hereabouts.
and run over.

MAY

WALK OUT

Uu-por- ts

Demand Increase of Pay and

Shorter

Hours-Tie-- up

Likely.
Xi'w York An
91
Ttfr. I.iin.l,..l
teletfratlh onerHlom Minli,ivA,l Kir tha
Isblll.l mini..! i,im. n. hai.A
demanded an increase of pay and
snorter hour... Should the demand
be refused by Ceneral Manager Jas.
McCree. it is said, a signal will be
v
flH.'heil
ner Ih. 11... ..I
Wednesday, which will have the effect of tying up the road.
The strike of 17,000 machinists n
C.reater New York will probably be
called next Monday. They demand
that their pay be 'increased 25 cents
I.lintf

a day.

mi-
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DAD GAME

IS

ON

,

Colo.. Auuit 24
Sue.
3:55 P. M. (ialgano is in Unfor Albuquerque
and Metz is
pitching for Trinidad.
Atten.lan'e
large.
First inning: Tflnldj 1 2;
A liuUeriUe
0.
Second inning:
Third Inning:
SILVKIt CITY I'lONKKK
SH I .MILS TO II.I.XKS-- ;
M .,
Silver City, N
Aug..
24.
Sivhil.) William 11 ais.r died In
tins city at the Ladles' hipi;al yesterday after a long illness. He had
been a lesident of Silver City since
the sevenths.

Trinidad.

rial.)
box

0--

0.

X

STIIFI. It XIIK

Mino'ijui steel works
a
ru--

WOULD

New York, Aug., 24. A shrapnel
shell taken from the hold of the battleship Maine after she was blown
up at Havana, exploded In Jersey
City yesterday, and severely Injured
three boys. The eldest, a lad named
Kenney, aged 11 years, dropped the
shell to show its strength, after telling a group of youngsters that it had
been given him
by a sailor as a
souvenir of the Maine. The explosion
that followed, broke the windows of
the neighboring houses, Kenney was
fearfully mutilated.
Shell lYohahly Stolen
The shell had been brought to this
country after the explosion, together
with a number of other articles saved
from the Maine, and it was probably
taken from the navy yard without
the consent of the officials. Officers
are looking for the sailor who gave
it to young Kenney, but with little
hope of succexs as the boy cannot
give any description of the man and
It is not believed he will survive the
day.

i'"f

st rye h' due had been put In' the melons to stop depredating.
The stranger got hold of one of these, and
when he went t i the river to quench
the thlr't cauied by the poison fell
TAFT
over dead. He was not identified.
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Own Concern in
Decades.

BY PITCHED BALL
CONTROL

AFTER

XI

ACCIDENT OCCURRED
THREE ARE INJURED
AT SANTA RITA MINE
ONE PROBALLY FATALLY

Is
nl..t.'d Ii
of if,. nun tons of
tint
Oklahoma. City. Okla.. August 1M.
i;t if the property which was fir pound rails to be used by the S.inta
Secretary Taft is the guest of (ikia-M
Us,
i'.iiIV
more valu
than
the
in le'.o. us
inana
la- - noma City and tonight be will sound!
between
truks
S'oup rid advised n.e to pet a'i op- ola an I Att h son. Kan. Two crews the keynote of the campaign of the

thl
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to Show its Great
Strength.

Silver City, N. M., Aug., 24. C.
P. Crawford, one of the best known
mining men of the southwestern nart
of New Mexico, was found dead at
the bottom of a shaft at Santa Rita
tnts morning. Mr. Crawford had evi
dently started to descend the shaft,
which he was leasing from the Santa ltlta Mining company, early this
morning, before the miners began
work, and had loHt his footing, falling to the bottom, a distance of 140
feet, causing Instant death. His head
and body were a mans of bruises and
broken bones. The bodv was found
by the miners when
they
started
down the shaft at 7 o'clock.
The attention of the men was first
drawn to the fact that a tragedy had
occurred by bloody spots on the sides
or tne snart. The marks were so
plain nnd evidently just made, that
the men hastened down to the foot
of the shaft, only to find Crawford's
nouy, almost unrecognizable.
lvinir
on a pile of ore.
Was Ills Habit
It was a custom of the deceased
to make Inspections of the shaft frequently. In order to determine what
cutting was necessary and to ascer
tain more clearly what was being
He generally entered
encountered.
the workings Just after daybreak, a.
In that manner he evaded the min
ers and did not cause a suspension of
work or encounter any great danger.
He left home as usual this morning
to look after the mine and nothing
was noted of his disamiearance until
the body was found.
Mr. 4 rawford had been a resident
of Orant county for many years and
was considered by mining
men of
this section as one of the best oosl- ed and reliable authorities on Orant
county mines. He leaves a wife and
seven children, who reside In Silver

MEET

Boy Threw It on Pavement First' Gathering of Men' Who

ing Early Morning
Inspection.

-

kl0

EXPLODES

August 24. Frank
of the New York
Nationals, was hit back of the left
temple by a swift inshoot pitched
by Jack Camnltz. of IMtlsburg. In the
...........
NewYnrlf liivni 1
game yesterday.
His condition this
incut
uie control in tne cnieago
a
reported favorable but
& Alton railroad has, to all Intents morning
Is
unlikely'
it
that he will be able to
..
h.o n lr:int'i.i-r,..- l
and IlUrtloSes
the ( lover Leaf system, was a sur- - rejoin the Oiants again this season.
10
uie iiiiarki.u district and
was the subject nf animated discus- """i. on trie rai incauon or tne Alton transaction. Standard Oil will be
THE NEW CITY DIRECT-0RIn control of a system with l.tfij
miles of line traversing one of the
best trallie sections of the country.
IS NOW COMPLETED,

WATERMELON PATCH

SI

TO

OF SHAFT

SURPRISED

t

him.
I made an engage-n.e- rt
"Thi. iuh b'm
t . iw i ' I)'.'. Saunders
the next
n
Ills
conversation.
:f:er
ufiein ii
Saunders told me that lie had given
an iptit.:i to the group Included in
called the
the r. port which wr.r
group.
another party are'
collie, do nothing for ir.e until this
p.ir'i" evan inni th" property. Wlte"

.

EI Paso, Tex.. Aug..
24.
After
wandering with a party of itusslan
emigrants, none of whom could
speak a word of English, for several
nours in and around the station
here. It was discovered that Mrs.
Marcla Shubcn. a pretty Busslan woman of 22 years, was carrvlnsr the
dead body of her IS months' old babe
tightly rolled In a shawl. She could
not understand English.
but told
Russians of this
that the child
died many hours before arriving
here and she was carrying It to her
husband who had preceded her to
Los Angeles.
The child was burled
here today and the mother and party City.
given aid by local citizens.
ALTON

V. A. S. he tol l
Lu l uls.
tin
and
I": W. A. S lunders.
Hie
Oeorge. hid
brother,
thoi,
ris
tl.
thu
The young man had gone into a
written this report, he h.nl writ- watermelon
patch near by, wheru
ten tti sutmurce of It in a letter to
r.i--
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URGE

Huge Financial Interests Behind All Organizations Requested to
This Move According to Striking
Aid In Securing Passage of
Officials but They Will be
Suitable Legislation to AtUltimately Defeated by
tain These Results-He- lp
Labor's Leaders.
Transvaal Miners.

Are Employing Workmen for Fields.

Denver, Colo., Auk., 21. The de
fense In the Lost
Bullion Spanish
mines case yesterday Introduced wit
nesses in an eitort to break down the
testimony
.Engineer
of
Charles
Holmes, one of the
government's
cnier witnesses. Holmes Is said to
have claimed to a government Inspector that the company printed in
Its literature a report on the property purporting to have been made by
him, but which, in point of fact, differed widely from the report he did
make. The printed report contain
rererenee
to
matters
which
er
Holmes claimed he never mentioned.
report,
was
as
printed,
mis
strengthened by a affidavit credited
to Holmes, but which the latter is
said to have also denied to the inspectors.
Harry Tedrow, a partner of Attorney Charles W. Franklin, for the
defense, and Miss Powers, a stenographer and notary public In Franklin's office, both said on the stand
yesterday that Holmes did make the
affidavit In question.
Miss Powers
told of his going to the office of Ted-rofor that purpose, and claimed
that she was able to Identify his affidavit, the one later attached to his
report as printed In the company's
circulars, attesting to its genuineness.
Den low Changing Affidavit
Special Prosecutor Bone for the
government
endeavored to prove
mat Air. Tedrow
changed
had
Holmes' affidavit, but the young
attorney, who Is among the most respected members of the Denver bar.
denied Bone's insinuation with emphasis and dignity. Judge Lewis finally wearied of the special prosecutor's methods and shut him off.
That there is one man who has
much faith in the Lost Bullion was
shown by the statements of E. B.
Copeland, acting superintendent
of
the mines, formerly a Boulder miner. Copeland says he saw many
vein that looked good.
"Taking Into
consideration
the
number of veins and the size of Bear
mountain what would you estimate
the property to be worth?" asked Attorney Bone.
"About 110,000,000," the witness
replied. Copeland became superintendent after the officers were indicted,
and took stock for his services. David
Davidson, another miner, said he saw
Indications of ore In the old workings. H. O. Brooks, an assayer, of
Albuquerque, told of making tests
which showed some values.
KealileH On Stand
The proceedings livened up some,
when Albert E. Keables
took the
As far as the examination
stand.
of the defense led him, he made a
splendid witness. He talked directly
to the Jury, and gave the impression
that he was anxious to reveal all he
knew. He even went so far once as
to ask permission to make an additional statement which he had forgotten to Include in the first part of
his story, one of the features of the
testimony was that when he first examined the cave-i- n mine In the company with Oeorge
Du
he
Bols.
thought It was only a cave, and refused to believe differently until he
went Into the underground workings.
He is president of the National Secomcurities Mines & Investments
pany. He organized this corporation
he stated, together with Blackman,
Lawrence and Levan. His testimony
In the main was in the same vein as,
that of Levan's the day before.
After the company had been incorporated, he said, Wilson and a
tiiend came up to him and asked If
hi concern could secure a good gold
or copper Investment for a customer
in the East.
1.4 urns of OKI Kianl-.l- i
Workings
".Shortly after tln-came to me."
eintinued Keables, "I was walking
met
down the street one day and
Charles Iu Itols. 1 asked him if he
knew anything about a gold property,
i producer which was in the market.
He Si id he did not. but that he hlm-fce- lf
had a large gold and silver proposition, an old Spanish mine, discov- I
him if
red by his brother.
lu had any description of it. He
said i'l had not, li'it would bring me
a ie i, i t 'if it in the evening. The
iioit v Midi lie brought to tne was
dictated bv W. A. S. and signed by

thesen
aredangerous

Says He Was Skeptical at First Whole Streets In Northern Cities
Have Been Given Over for
But Investigation Convinced
Weeks to Agencies Which
Him of Cave's Vast Ric-

hnessOthers Follow

EXCLUSION OF

The Telegraphers President Executive Board of Federation
Claims Men Were Paid to
of Labor Will AsK ConGo Into Unions to
gress for Stronger
Make Trouble.
Laws.
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SMALL

Young Attorney Declares That Old Song of Wheat and Men
Stirs Country Throughout
Holmes Alade Affidavit
Immense Grain ,
Regarding Lost Span.
Belt.
Ish Bullion.
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Denver, Col., August
tonight and Sunday.
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OUTLAW SENDS

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

GAPS ON ORIFNT

DEFI TO

make It hard for the small dealer to
continue in business. Already, It i
stated, there Is a great demand for
smaller cars of thirty tons or so, and
they are not to le had on any railroad in the country.
So great became the craze for larger equipment
many
of the railroads "scrapthat
ped" their small cars, and now the
small shipper Is confronted with a
big min'mum weight. If he Is not a
d
dealer he finds himself In
a bad box.
car-loa-

mRK!MA

MI.AICAX LINE
WORK TO LIMIT.
City of Mexico. August 24. The
grading work on the Cananea, Yaqul
Ulver & Pacific railroad has
a far as the right of way
of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient
road In the state of Sinaloa. The
Harrlinan line crosses the Stilvvell
line east of Topolozampo, and the
construction forces are working south
towards this point.
A large forre Is now at work on
the Yaqul Valley In Sonora and on
the Alamos branch. The total working force Is 41.200 men, including
Mexicans. Russians and Chinese. As
soon as the rainy season Is over the
force will be greatly increased.
irading out of Orendaln on th
Guadalajara branch is progressing
rapidly. It Is expected that the construction force on this line will reach
the Rio Grande before the advent
of the dry season, and that operations
will be continued on the other side
of the river before a bridge is thrown
across the stream.

ROll(i

Line of 1.659 Allies Will Be

Completed In Three
Years.
Wichita. KrttiK., Auk-- 24. "Within two and a half or three years we
expect to have ou rentlre road completed, Including the main line of
City
to
1.659 miles from Kansas
Topolobampo, Mexico, and a branch
line 1B5 miles long from San
Texas, to Pel Ttlo, connecting
ther with the National of Mexico,
and giving the best and most direct
all year route from Kansas City
to the Oulf of Mexico."
This statement Is made by officials
Orient
of the Kansas City, Mexico
railroad. Already 675 miles of the
road are In operation, and construction work is being rushed at many
points along the route.
Construction Work
Track laying gangs are at work
at six different points. One at Clinton, Ok., Is working south and anfinished a
other gang has
Just
stretch of track north from Altus,
Ok., to the north fork of the Red
river. There Is now a gap of 40
miles where the track is not yet
laid, but this will be completed as
Boon as a bridge Is built across
the
river. A gang Is working south of
Altus toward the main fork of the
Ked river, and another party Is
the track toward the same
point north out of Benjamin, Texas
a stretch of TO miles to be covered.
Konri in OiM'rntlon
From Benjamin the road Is al82
to
ready In operation
miles
Sweetwater and track Is being laid
toward the latter point from San
Angelo, 77 miles south. All of these
gaps will be filled up by the end of
the year, giving additional through
service from Clinton to San Angelo, a distance of 315
miles. The
road ts already In operation from
Clinton to Wichita, so that by the
end of the year the road will reach
measuring the distance by Its own
tracks, from Wichita to San Angelo, 507 miles. Kftorts will also be
made to fill up the 63 mile stretch
between Emporia and El Dorado,
Kan. Then by using the Missouri
Pacific tracks between El DoradVi
the Santa Fe
and Wichita and
tracks from Emporia lnte Kansas
City, the Orient road may be running through trains by the end of
the year from Kansas City to AngeAngelo
about 80
lo. Below San
miles of track Is now being laid to
reach several towns and to comply
with the requirements of the Texas
' laws.
.

An-gri- n,

PHOENIX & EASTERN
TO REVERT TO SANTA FE
Phoenix, Ariz., Aug., 24. Through
unofficial sources have come rumors that the Phoenix and Eastern
railroad will soon revert to the ownership and control of the Santa Fe
system, which transferred the line to
only a few
Pacific
the Southern
weeks ago.
It Is said that the transfer was
made under pressure a part of a
trade entered into with the Harrl-ma- n
Interests whereby the Santa Fe
was to be given control of the new
through line between Phoenix and
Mojave, Cal. The Southern
Pacific
according to rumor, contributed the
Bakersfield
strip of road between
Phoenix
and Mojave and between
and lemlng. Including the Phoenix
up
the
extension
Eastern,
its
and
Gila to San Carlos, the Gila Valley
the
and
road thence to Bowie
Southern Pacific thence to the Santa Fe Junction point of Deming.
It was to Deming that the Santa
Fe inteded originally to build up the
Valley
establishment of the Gila
route and It is understood that the
ttiarlei of the company gives BurnNow
ing as the final destination.
there are rumors that trouble has
arisen with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, as there has been wiped
from the map a line which would
have been a competitor to the Southern Pacific If It had been finished
upon the plans originally drawn by
Frank Murphy, Santa Fe manager In
Arizona.
BIG EOriP.MENT PROVES I1AI
1XH THE SMALL SHIPPER
24.
Chicago, 111., August
The
mammoth locomotives ordered by the
286
i
Erie road, which will weigh
tons, are likely to cause opposition
from shippers throughout the country. A movement has been started
by certain shipping Interests toward
a combined protest against the increasing size of freight equipment
and power on the railroads of ths
United States.
It is stated that as the lae of the
power and equipment Increases, s)
to goods in transit
does the
and
Increase. The big freight
the enormous engine, it is admitted,
will not hurt the big shipper, but will
y

r

SIERRA MADHE TO COX X EXT
Willi ORIEXT AT MIX AC A.
City of Mexico, Mexico, August 24.
H. It. Niekerson, president of the
Sierra Madre & Pacific
railroad
states that his road will probably
connect at Mlnaca with the Kansas
City, Mexico & Orient road.
This
means that the road will build from
Santa Elena, near Santo Tomas, on
&
the Chihuahua
Pacitlc road
straight through by way of Guerrero
to

.Minaca.

The Sierra Madre & Pacific Is
building
southward
from Neuves
Casas Grandes, In the state of Chihuahua, to Santa Elena, and from
the latter point in a southwesterly
direction. From
Minaca to SanLa
Siena by way of Guerrero Is only
aooui inirty Kilometers.
In Xew Mexico some of the dry
iana rarmers nave become enthusiastic over a new
variety of cane
which is called the African sumach.
This cane comes up straight out of
the ground and like Indian corn is
soon high enough for cultivation, not
sprawling around over the ground
use some grains do. Because of the
vegetating and growing qualities of
mis sorgnum it is thought to be su
perior as a dry farm product to any- ming else in existence.
Trainmaster W. G. Roe, of the
eastern division of the El Paso and
Southwestern, Is doing everything
possible to improve the train service
of the Southwestern and he has a
grasp on the situation that is sure
to result in giving ihe best train ac
commodations. Trainmaster Roe be
lieveg that the trains are run for the
convenience of the traveling public
ana not ror tne trainmen, and he Is
working to Impress this upon the
minds of the men under him.
The Southern Pacific will receive
an order of 80 new road
engines
from the Baldwin Locomotive works
for use on the line from El Paso to
San Francisco. Ten of the big battleships will be assigned to the Tucson division and they will be put
Into service as soon as they are received from the shoos. Thev are of
the compound type and will be of
similar pattern to those now being
usea Detween ki fa
and Tucson.
a
Gove-1- . or Klbhey,
of Arizona, receive 1 an invitation from the citizens of Humboldt to deliver an
there oi. the occasion of the
Lab jr Day ceiel ration. The gover-no- was ob.lged reluctantly to decline the Invitation as that is the
day of the opei. ng of the national
irrigation congress at Sacramento
and he expects to be tkere.
L. W. Edwards, agent
for
the
Santa Fe at Las
passed
Cruces.
through the city last night en route
to Las Cruces from a six meeks' vis-to Xew York and Niagara Falla
Mrs. Edwards, who accompanied her
husband. Is spending the day In Albuquerque,
Engine 2403, "Uncle Dick" was off
the track In the Las Vegas yards yesterday and the wrecker was called to
get It back on. It was so badly damaged that It will be out of service
for some time In the shops.
Train No. 9 was delayed several
hours this morning by a box car getting across the track at Bernalillo,
8
and did not arrive hre
until
o'clock.
Two cars of peon laborers from
Mexico passed through the city this
morning on train No. 10 en route
east for railroad work.
Engines 124S, 851 and S33 were
brought in from Wlnslow lust night
and run into the local shops for repairs.
ad-dr-
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Desperado Wife Slayer Dares
Deputy Scott to Take
Him.
Globe, Ariz., August 24. "Come
and take me if you can. I have my
gun and am ready for you. 1 will
kill you like a dog If I ever lay my
eyes on you. Why don't you try to
Lake me?"
This was the message that Glenn
Scott, deputy sheriff of Graham county, received
two. weeks ago from
Juan Tonce, a desperado who Is badly wanted In Morencl for the shooting of his wife. This morning arm-- e
dto the teeth, Scott and Deputy
Sheriff Alberto Mungla started for
Sliver Hell, where they have learned
the desperado Is In hiding.
So Insulting was the letter Scott
received from the murderous outlaw-tha- t
he determined to personally capture
the desperado.
Usually he
would have turned the matter over
to the authorities of Pima county,
but In this Instance he came all the
distance from Morencl to meet face
to face the man who dares him to
battle to the death.
Kcolt Is Itrnvc.
Scott Is a typical western deputy.
He is considerably over six feet In
height and is known as a perfectly
fearless man. There had been bad
blood betwen him and the desperado
before the latter committed his latest
After Tonce shot his wife,
crime.
Scott was particularly active In his
efforts to capture him.
Through
friends the desperado heard of this
and mailed Scott the Insulting letter,
calling the sheriff many names and
uaring mm to nght.
Two days ago Scott was given a tip
that Tonce was In hiding at Silver
Bell. The deputy, with Alberto Mungla, another Graham county deputy.
Immediately started for Tucson. They
arrived here yesterday afternoon and
after conferring with the local sheriffs office, started for Silver Bell this
morning. Both men are armed with
rifles and revolvers and expect a desperate battle. They are expected to
arrive in SUver Bell at about 2 o'clock
In the afternoon.
Didn't Want Help.
While here Scott was very anxious
to escape
reporters.
To
friends,
however, he said he would take no
chances In arresting Tonce. Scott
desired to get Tonce all alone, but
was advised and practically ordered
to take Mungla with him In order to
make more certain of the capture
of the criminal.
Tonce has. a long criminal record,
and is said to have killed several
men.
His most recent exploit was
the shooting of his wife, a crime so
brutal that lynching was threatened
if the man was caught.
In a fit of
fury at the woman Tonce drew his
revolver and shot her through the
face. For several weeks It was expected that she would die, but she
finally recovered, although horribly
disfigured. This last crime was committed In Morencl about three months
ago, and through the aid of friends
Tonce escaped and was not heard of
again until Scott received the letter
daring him to fight.
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I will mall you
to prove merit,
samples of any Dr. Shoop's Restora-Mv- e,
and my Book on either Dyspepsia. The Heart or The
Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
nly. Symptom treatment Is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the inside
nerves mean Stomach
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or Inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
weak vital organs.
Here Is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write me today for sample and free Book. Dr. Shoop,
Wis. The Restorative Ib sold by
sll dealera
ita-cln- e.
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Our Net
EVERYWHERE
4 Don't B9 Deceived By Alluring Disc3un!s-G- el
Who ran ttlf.v to the wonderful
Drlrtn Dnfrtrn Duulnrr - - PICU ap DlVlirUTC
merit of HiMi'tK-r'Stomach Hitlers I
f JlliCd UGIUIG UUJIII
UH0n Ul rMIIIItlllO.
when the system Is weak and run
down, the blood In an mproverNhe
condition and nerves unstrung. Eveiy
Manuel Vnldex wn In Las Vegas such sufferer should therefore retod.iy from his home at Colonlas.
solve to get a bottle of
Pablo Herrera of Roiiadad was
In liis Vegas on business today.
Hostetter's
Mrs. A. E. Shaeffer. of Canoncito,
was a I'is Vegas visitor yesterday.
Stomach
Martin Xnlasnr and K.nfellto Gonzales, of Imh Vegas, are visitors
In
Bitters
Denver.
IX)R THIS WEKR.
at once. For lit
Miss Mabel
of Lns Vegas,
T'.edstends ll.Tio and up: Chairs fide and up; Steel Couches, t5
years It has been
left today for a visit in Ft. Worth,
and up; Steel Springs $2 and up; Imported Gold Band Teas, $1 a set;
Tex.
making and
Imported (iold Band Dinner Plates 8.1c: ,Art Squares $3.50 and up;
STOMACH keeping
sickly
Refrigerators to close out at cost; Carpets 23c yard and up; MatMr. and Mr
('has. Turner have
people well, and
tings 15c yard and up.
gone to Ixs Angeles on a pleasure
won't fail in your
trip.
case.
It will tone
Francisco Madrid of La Cuesta.
strengthen
and
wa sin the Meadow city today from
the
system
entire
his ranch.
and thus cure
West End Viaduct
J. S. Ward of PInevllle. Ky., Is a
Sick Ifojularlio,
guest In Las Vegas, arriving iast evening.
Cramps,
James Abercromble and wife of
Nausoa,
Anton Chico are in Las Vegas for a
few days' visit.
Heartburn,
Associate Justice Frank W. Park
Indigestion,
er, of the third judicial district, is
In Santa Fe from Las Cruces
to''IS.--or
Costlvriicsx
too
at
day.
i V. ,
UN.
C. T
McKenzle, superintendent of
company from Denthe Wells-Farg- o
You'll find It
537 pure.
ver was In Las Vegas on business to-- !
day.
'
O. M. Clements and wife of Monpay a short visit to his old
roe, L., arrived In Las Vegas last will
home country before returning to
evening and will visit there for sev- Cuba,
where his court meets in Oceral days.
tober.
K. G. Abraham, the
Irrepressible
A man by
of William Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A Wood
wholesale drug traveling salesman. Estes, wanted theat name
Mountain Home,
Is in the city visiting local druggists Ark.,
grand
for
larceny,
was picked
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
and meeting old friends.
up by the local police at the
The following Is the finding of the
dairy
yesterdnv.
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
Jury in the case of Jose Felix Ortiz, Estes acknowledged that he is the
deceased, who was killed twenty-fiv- e
man wanted, and Is being held pend- Wrlto tis for
ALBUQUEROUE
ing advice from Arkansas.
miles north of this city recently:
NEW MEXICO
Catalogue and Prices
L. FItzsimmons of Cowen, W. Va.,
Jose D. Sena, clerk of
the Supreme
and Dr. G. N. Thomas and wife of
court, who, with his wife, has
Buckhannon, W. Va., arrived In Las been in Denver
past two
for the
Vegas last night for a several days' weeks, where Mrs. Sena had
her
J. D. E&kln, President
Chmi. Mellnl,
erUrj
eyes treated, has returned to Santa
visit.
O. Oloml. Vlc President
O. BschecH Treasurer.
Fe. While In Colorado they visited
twenty-thre- e
William M. Herger, for
popular
years a resident of the capital several of the
watering
city, but now a resident of Helen, N. places and enjoyed their trip.
M., is visiting old friends at
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Lester,
Santa
Fe.
and children of Mesllla Park, reSuccessors to
"Wm. W. McClellan, Justice of the turned to Santa Fe yesterday from
MELJNf A EAKtN, and ACHECHI A GIOMI.
peace, precinct No. 12; M. Mandell, a lengthy trip to the northern part
Ralph L. Hunt, 1'. G. Sanchez, J. D. of the United States and through
WHOLCtALK DCALKRB IN
Canada.
Mr. Lester was connected
Caldwell, F. W. Fisher, M. J.
with the New Mexico College of
Mechanic Arts for ten
Mrs. Ormsby Miilarg and mother. years as and
Its registrar, and now conMrs. Caroline Steven,
of Detroit, ducts a curio
W
business at Mesilla
0vrytblna In sfoek to outfit tb
Mich., are in Santa Fe with Mr.
most fsstldloas bar eompteto
who Is a special actorney gen- Park.
,H.
Majors,
II
probate
clerk of
eral for the C S.
Have been appo'nted exclusive agents In the Southwest fef Jee. ft.
Otero county and practicing attorMrs. Leon H. Manko, daughter of ney
Schlltz. Wm. Ump and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone.
Alamogordo.
county
at
seat,
the
Mrs. N. L. Rosenthal of Las Vegas, was in
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Csdar Brook, Lule Hunter, T.J. Men
Roswell this week and was
is In the Meadow city from Kansas present at
the meeting of the terriarch, and other atandard artrfida of whiskies too numeroue to mention.
City. Mo., on a visit, accompanied
Is
torial
bar
association,
of
which
he
by her three children.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
a member. He drove overland acProf. John R. McArthur, of the companied by Mrs. Majors,
Hnt sell the strmtirht article aa received by vs from
their
st A laerlea
New Mexico college of
mechanics daughter, son ami niece. Miss MitDistilleries and Breweries In tie United &tt a. Cal and lstaoet ea
and agriculture, who delivered a lec- chell, of Carbondale, Pennsylvania.
Btock and Prlcj, or write for Illuatratcd Caulufne and trio Uat
ture at Santa Fe Thursday
night, Young Majors will attend the miliissued to dealera only.
passed through the city today
tary Institute at Roswell during the
to Btien.
coming year.
Mrs. Ann Baldwin, owner of a
"We the undersigned Justice of the
large Cattle ranch in the vicinity of peace and
Jury who sat upon the InEngle, Sierra county, which she is quest held this 23rd day of August, WW"XOex3ex3aX3ex)ax
conducting
successfully.
passed 1IIU7, on the
body of Jose
through the city yesterday for Pueb- Ortiz, found In precinct Xo. 12,Felix
of
lo, Colorado, on business.
the county of Bernalillo, find that
l
deceased came to his death by fallR. K. McLeod, formerly of Silver-toing
8,
on
No.
Fe
from
train
Santa
Colorado, has arrived in Santa
of a
Fe and taken a position with the August 15. about
Wagner Furniture Company.
Mr. mile south of Domingo; that he fell
open
through
platform
an
from
the
McLeod Is a. licensed embalmer and
d
side ot
will have charge of the undertaking vestibule on the
the head end of the smoking car
business of the firm.
Lot me paper and paint your
baggage
car.
Iioiihc.
James Mackey, Mrs. S. Mackey, next to the
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Howard' Mackey, and Hazel Frlnk of
Prompt attention to mail orders.
strong,
good
appetite
To
feel
have
Milwaukee, Wis., arrived In Las Veg- and digestion, sleep soundly and. enas last evening and left this morning joy
J. D. EMMONS. Successor to SI2CV & Cfl.
u.se Burdock Blood Bitters,
for a severs! weeks' visit to the El the life,
great
system
tonic
and
builder.
Porvenlr mountain resort.
South 8oeonaand Load
Manager Matson, of the
Elks'
O0V)eV5eOOOOOOeOO
opera house, yesterday received
a
telegram from the management of
the Fisher Opera company, which
uiuterenu'u ana inonia mow
about the wonderful
seals a date with this popular com621 North First Street.
k MARVEL Whirling Sprsv
Phone No. 483
pany here early in November.
lb Dew V urinal
A party composed of Judge E. V.
M ol conveo- lent. 11 cltftlii
Long, Dr. F. E. Olney and wife. Dr.
IMlantljr.- T. A. Olney and wife, of South Bend,
"VS.
m r
Ind., and Dr. Slaymaker, of Chica- If hn ssnnol aiiimlw th
go, left Las Vegas
today for a M It V E I,. act pi no
mn fnP
nlhar Ktit Swu.l
camping trip In Mora county.
It trivwt
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Barber, of UIiuiLriil tok falM.
iss
a
Lincoln, were among those who attended the meeting of the Bar association at Roswell this week. Mr.
Barber is one of the oldest and best
SDr.
known attorneys In central
vill cure hitnc
1
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Rodey expects to leave,
the city tomorrow evening for
Judge
where she will Join
Rodey. who has been sojourning In
New York and Washington the past
couple of months. Mr. and Mrs.
Ro.ley will return to New Mexico
early in September, when the judge
Mrs.

B. S.
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Southwestern

THE

Brewery

4t Ice Company.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette
QoXsOt3eOeDtX50X-OaX-

Fttote

Roofing

Alboquerqoe, New Mexico

3

Albuquerque

m
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THERE ARE WOMEN

PERSONAL
Pararjr&ph3
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Foundry and

Machine

Works

R. m. HALL.
rotrlmtor
Iron and Brass Cating;s; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Shun-ingsPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal' Columns ap
Iro
Fronts for Buildings.
Romtlra on Mlnln mnt Mill Mmohlnrv m Boelmlt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N.

.
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The Edwards Martin Land company's car "Las Vegas" arrived In
Las Vegas Ium evening with a party
of land seekers.
a
Conductor Ed McNamara. of Las
Vegas, is enjoying a several weeks'
visit to San Francla-and the coast.

Is an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of
child-birtThe thought
of the suffering ond danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
Lave found that tLe use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
nd child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of t'.icir most critical trial. Not only docs Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system lor the coming event, prevents morning
sickness, " and other dis- comfort, of this period
ooid Dy au tuuggins at BUfl
J Li Jmi Ifl
Si.oo per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
Co., Atlanta, Ga. U
W
lbs Bradf.Hd Rcc-iotor
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J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
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PAINT Covers more, looks best,
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Bl'ILDINO
PAPER Always tn stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
mtST STItEKT AND COAL AYE. ALIiCQCERQCE. NEW ME1
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Don't Ruin Your Best Horss Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalen: daring the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best hr.rse roin tor a doctor
when some of his family was suffering fnwu c;:;;r.j) colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Colic, Clioiera and Diarrhoea Remedy

fev
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A. C. BII.K'KE and JOIFV S. MITCHELL invito ehelr friends to make.
New Mexico headquarters svt

The HoHenheck Hotel
Los
Angeles, California

Is the most successful medicine yet produced fur thesir diseasrs and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to
needed before the Sumn.fr is over. Buy ir now.
b-.- -

Tour friendship end patronage u appreciated.
Ceurtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck doos.
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SUPREME COURT ALL BUSINESS DEATH RELIEVES RUSSIA OF
TO CONVENE

A SOUND

MONDAY

SS

Cases Set For 30.000 Bankers and Manu
facturers Not Bothered by
Argument at This AdPresent Conditions.
journed Term.

Twenty-Thre- e

MOST DEADLY OF NIHILISTS

Nothing New Under the Sun

Ivan Rafieloff, Czar's Worst Foe, Succumbs to Effects of Long
Term in Siberia.
w

'

24.
Chicago, Aug.,
"The over24.
fUnta Fe. N. M.. Auk.,
whelming
preponderance
of evid'Twenty-thre- e
cases are set for ar- ence
is
that the business situation
gument at the adjourned term of the Is
says a
satisfactory,"
sound
and
territorial supremo court which will summary of 30.000
of
opinions
August 26th at bankers
convene Monday
manufacturers Issued
chambers In the Capitol. All are of today by and
National
Commercial
the
more or leas importance, ana are Bank of Chicago.
Of these
mainly of a civil nature.
In
"our reports are unanimous every
only two were from the district court saying
the prosperity in
of Santa Fe county and two are tak- line of that
year
during
last
business
the
en on appeal from the federal court
has been superlative. The vital quesof the first Judicial district.
askeveryone
Is
tion
which
The firt case on the docket Is ing
do with
to
has
the futhat in relation to W. J. Hlttson. an ture.
prosperwave
of
Is
the
attorney of Tucumcari, whom it Is ity still rising or have we reached
sought to disbar from practice be- the crest and begun the descent to
en use of alleged unprofessional con- - more moderate
The
conditions?
duct. The charges are preferred by answer to this question is bound up
Mexican Bar association. In the factors which enter Into the
the New
Attorney T. Ft. Catron of this city credit operations of the people.
has been retained to defend him,
"The reports we have received Inwhile on the other side there Is a dicate that by all the tests we have
formidable array of legal talent con- mentioned the credit situation
on
sisting of Attorney General Fall, A. which all else finally
depends Is
B. Uenehan, S. 13. Davis, Jr., and sound.
George S. Klock.
ljo-Ha Did Paoe Wlronied
The IhH-ko- t
"Not one of the thousands of re
In
The number and title of the cases plies negatives this conclusion
are as follows:
definite terms. That there has been
the
.No. 1201 In He, W. J. Hlttson, a marked easing down from
winter
tension of the spring and
disbarment.
adyear
generally
Is
of
months
the
No. 1173, United States of Amerit is admitted without a
ica, appellant, vs. Benjamin H. Tall- - mitted, but
regret or misgiving.
The
madge. et al.. appellees. Anneal from trace ....of uunn
urru lunnuiK uneau ni
uuuiiiiy
Pifiv, I... II. .1,1 AJtrrt
,
pace
' a
on
.
.
tax
until
the
whirlwind
X..u. .irt.c ,
-,m" icredll and capital
accumulations
'
appeiice, vs. niariouu r.
demnnil fur
SfstricV AP1'eal f,'m FirSt 3UdiClaM3'hasVernPunpTe
k'J m-- Is
too
familiar
to
result
....
tmma, ,.,i,i nfr.,1 - . , r,aoA ovnnoltlnn allTViamen of
xvvo, ai
I nerror,
vs. Cerrlllos Coal Kailmad on the money centers of the .train
world
Company, defendant In error. Kr-rhas been very great. There is no
to district
court of Santa Fe easy
money In the civilized world
county.
No. 1101, Itnman L de. Baca et al, today.
concensus of opinion Is that
"The
plaintiffs, Filomena. Berea de Otero the demand
legitimate
business
vs. will continue of
appellants,
et al., intervenors,
to absorb all available
Santiago Anaya et al., appellees. Ap- funds for some
come
to
time
peal from district court of Bernal- there Is nothing In our review and
to
illo county.
suggest
recession In rates, at
No. 1180, Kloisa- L. ue Bergere et least not any
liqui
year
before the
end
al., appellees, vs. Luciano Chaves et
.al., appellants. Appeal from district dation. Dlniiiilslicd Singulation
court of Santa Fe county.
"To suggest an Idea of the urgency
No. 1186. Pecos Valley and Xorth- demand for capital to expand
eastern Hallway company, appellant, the
equip the productive capacity
vs. F. H. Harris et al., appellees. Ap- and Industry
so that it rmiy be on i
peal from district court of Chaves of
par
con
with the fast increasing
county.
sumptlve
demand
the things of
No. 118 1, Alex McKInzie, appellant modern life, we callforattention
to the
vs. John King, appellee. Appeal from
world phenomenon of stagnation
district court of L'nlon county.
department
purely
speculative
the
No. 1193, Territory of New Mexico
affairs
appellee, vs. C. C. Lotspelch, appel- of "Recently
seen a record
lant. Appeal from district court of low price forwethehave
British consolidat
Bernalillo county.
indicating
tnac
ed
debt
consols
No. 1194, Territory of New Mexithe rewards of capital in Industry
co, appelle, vs. Jessie Klmmlch, ap- are
prompt
so
as to
with
pellant. Appeal from district court drawa! attractive
of funds even from the ac
of Sierra county.
se
knowledged
Investment
chief
of
No. 1195, United States of AmeriThe same phenomenon In
ca, appellee, vs. Jesse Ma. Medina, curities.
application
Its
to
the
loans
funded
appellant.
Appeal from First Judic- ot all governments except our own
ial district.
and for this there Is a special and
No. 1197, Eagle Mining and Imreason and In its appllca
provement company, plaintiff In er- artificial
to the bonds and shares of the
tion
ror, vs. Robert E. Lund, defendant exchanges,
Is a further light on the
In error.
Error to the district court tension which.
Is everywhere felt In
of Chaves county.
money
affairs.
No. 1198. Jessie Klmmlch, plainAll Hoitrful
tiff In error, vs. Territory of New
"It is a curious and striking fact
Mexico,
defendant in error. Error that
in
all the thousands of replies
to district court of Sierra county.
enter Into the picture of the
No. 1199, James M. Cowles, appel- which
business situation before us there Is
lee, vs. James J. Hagerman, appella reference to the speculaant. Appeal from district court of hardly
tive lethargy which contributes so
Chaves county.
a part of the 'news' from day
No. 1200,
Milbert F. Price and large
day. And yet It Is truism familiar
Louis E. Lyon, partners doing busi-net- a to
beyond
need of mention that the seunder the name and style of curity markets
exist merely as govCompany, ernors of the supply
Puritan Manufacturing
of mobile capappellants, vs. B. Totl and L. Gradl, ital. Of necessity their
must
partners doing business
under the decline when economic activity
forces drain
name and style of Totl and Gradl, from their stocks of stagnant
Appeal
appellants.
from district al. When the mobile capital ofcapitme
court of Bernalillo county.
Is needed In productive enterNo. 1201, Territory of New Mex- world
In distributive
it
prise
or
service
ico, appellee, vs. George B. Woodmust necessarily desert
the stock
ward et al., appellants. Appeal from exchange,
speculation
security
and
district court of Bernalillo county.
mus't inevitably wane before the neNo. 1202, Elgin Douhitt, who sues cessities
Importance
and
t.
by his next friend, Thomas J. Oou-hit- of industrial overtopping
activity.
appellee, vs. Joshua B. Bailey,
I till ling Out Standard of Living
Appeal
appellant.
district
from
"The high cost of materials and
court of Chaves county.
and especially a certain InefNo. 1203. Oliver Corcoran, appel- labor,
ficiency
of labor, are noted by some
lee, vs. Albuquerque Traction com- of our informants
as
unfavorable
pany, appellant. Appeal from district factors In the situation.
The worldcourt of Bernalillo county.
struggle of all classes to apNo. 1204, J. M. Sandoval, appellee, wide
of
propriate
more
of
the
comforts
appellant.
vs. George F. Albright,
civilization and to share
Appeal from district court of Ber advancing
more generously In the satisfactions
nalillo county.
living have brought about importNo. 1205, Richard IM Palma and of
changes In the labor situation
Bernard Ruppe, appellees, vs. J. A. ant
the temper of workers everyWeinman and Joseph Barnett, ap and
for higher
The demand
pellants. Appeal from district court where.
w ages and shorter hours of labor has
of Bernalillo county.
Insistent and generally successNo. 1206, Territory of New Mexico been
of
ful, resulting In Increased cost
s,
appellee, vs. Manuel Sanches y
producing
materials and finishappellant. Appeal from the dis ed productsraw
enhancing
naturally
and
trict court of Sandoval county. Mex- distributive prices, except so far as
No. 1207, Territory of New
of organization and the
ico, appellee, vs. Victor Telles, ap- economies
may
machinery
of perfected
pellant. Appeal from district court use
have offset the cost Items.
of Bernalillo county.
luxury
"The love of comfort and
No. 1214 Territory of New Mex
society from
has permeated
Ico, appellee, vs. Tom Caldwell and which
lowest to the highest stratum
the
i
Lee Caldwell, appellants.
imperative
demands
made
court of Guadalupe has
from district
which formerly were only occasioncounty.
al and this new and urgent demand
solidified into a habit which no
ot Dr. Shoop's has
Gt a free
temporary change In the commodity
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real index can check."
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
For an Iinpnlr.-- Aprtetlte.
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee Imitation.
and
Improve the appetite
To
closely matched Old Java and Mocha strengthen the digestion try a few
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It nas doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
not a single grain of real Coffee In It. Liver Tablets. Mr. J. II. Seltz, of DeDr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation troit, Mich., says: "They restored my
is made from pure toasted grains oi appetite when Impaired, relieved me
Midd of a bloated feeling and caused a
cereals, with Malt. Nuts, etc.
You pleasant and satisfactory movement
No tedious wait
In a minute.
4 by C. U. of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Samwill jurely like it.
ples free. All druggists.
Brieham.

Solomon says there is nothing new under' the sun, and
Solomon is an authority. He may have done some things
that were somewhat shoddy, but it has never been satisfactorily proven that he ever misrepresented.

Conceded, then, that he knew what he was talking about
when he made that statement, how do you account for the
queer things that bob up now and then that nobody ever
saw before ?

l 'XT'

'

"

'

"

j

My dear Sir, they are all merely new combinations of old
things. You can't even think of a really new thing. Try
to think of a new animal. To save your soul, you can't

t

help thinking of legs and eyes and teeth and tails, which
are all old and well known things. Try something else.

The Albuquerque Citizen doesn't claim to have discovered
something elementally new, but they have some fellows
around the place who are mighty slick at hanging the old
things together in new and taking ways. They'd fix you
up an ad that would make even Solomon himself have some
doubts about the old proverb.

Ivan KuJIcioff, Czar's Deadliest Foe, Who llc at Age of 40
24.
Berlin, Aug..
Ivan throw of a new governor, who wa
When
Rafieloff died in a public hospital In treating them with even greater se
predecessor
at verity than his
had
this city of a spinal complaint,
passed done.
the early age of 40, there
A desperate encounter took place
away a strong-minde- d
man who for
more than 20 years had been the Six rebels were killed and others
terror of the Russian police, for of dangerously injured, by the prison
Nihilist he was the most dreaded. guards.
Rafieloff escaped Injury, but was
It Is not unlikely that the czar himself breathed a little freer when he wntenced to hard labor for life.
He was transferred to Vilymsk,
learned of the passing of this man
with the Ftrange and adventurous and there he was loaded with chain
People
and compelled, to work under the
career.
most discouraging
and degrading
He was Russia's arch rebel.
Such his resourcefulness and such conditions.
his bouyancy of spirit that no menAren't
Solitary Confinement
ace could thwart him and no misforWhen he was not at work he was
tune tubdue him, and until his dying placed In solitary confinement and
day he was a moving power among compelled to wear his chains day
the revolutionary forces now at work ana nignt.
In his native land.
After serving 10 years of his sen
The story of his life Is a typical tence Rafieloff was removed to the
story of the life of a Siberian exile. prison at AkatnJ, where
dtscipltn
As a boy at school Rafieloff be- was less severe.
came Infected with Nihilist
Ideas,
It was a sorry day for the Russian
and as a student at the university government when this transfer was
at Kleff he took an active part In made. The crafty and desperate
subversive propaganda.
Rafieloff escaped, and from that day
Soon after his 19th birthday he forth he was a vigorous and unre
was arrested at Kleff on the charge lentlng foe of the government which
conspiracy,
of revolutionary
and had proved such a monstrous tyrant
within a few days of his 20th over nim.
birthday he was on his way to 81After many remarkable
adven
berla to undergo a period of exile tures and escapes he succeeded I
American Block, per ton.. $0.50
as a political criminal.
reaching
European,
Russia and net
$8.50
crossing the frontier without beln Anthracite Nut, per ton
In Siberia
Stove and Furnace
He was confined in penal settle- captured by the Russian police. He Anthracite
per
ton
$9.50
ments at Yakutsk and at Kotymsk, crossed the frontier into Germany
and endured many hardships in the ana later settled In Switzerland
severe Siberian climate under
the near Zurich. There he proceeded to
direct tne movements of the Russian
charge of brutal Russian warders.
But such things were not always revolutionary party. There he ha
lived ever since and. has probably
to be borne no, nor for long. Hardly was he 21 when he led a revolt of nan a airecting nana in all the plot
all the political exiles In the penal against the czar and his minister in
DRY CEDAR
settlement at Kotymsk for the over- - recent years.
PINION
AND TOIINILLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
ROBBERY NOT MOTIVE
MANY MILLIONAIRES

At-pea-

COAL

WOOD

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

20

John

fOR WiLLARD

ARE SELLING AUTOS

Willard. N. M.. August 24. Robbery was not the motive for the
employed in
murder of a laborer
Barney Mason's grading camp on the
In the
week.
cut-of- f
near here this
pockets of the dead man over $50 in
gold were found.
So far the victim's name has not
been learned, although he has been
Identified as one of three peons from
who went to work at th.i
Mexico
camp several weeks ago. They all
slept in the same tent and it is presumed they engaged In a quarrel
with the result that the two attacked
the other. The victim was shot once
through the lung and twice in the
revolver;
abdomen with a
slabbed through the neck and breaM
head
his
half a dozen times and
split open with an ax.
The two men escaped Immediately
after the killing, but Officer W. K.
Dudley, of the territorial mounted
police. Is believed to have the murderers in custody at Alamogordo. 11a
arrested two suspects there the d:i
following the killing as they alighted
from a southbound freight train.
Life Insurance.
cents you can now
For twenty-fiv- e
insure yourself and family against
any bad results from an attack of
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. That is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medicine that has never been known to
fall. Buy it now. It may save life.
For sale by all druggists.

602 80UTH

New York, Aug., 24. More than
2.000 New Yorkers, some of them
says
ranking as millionaires,
th
World today, have sold their auto
mobiles within the last few weeks,
Almost as many more, it is estimate
by the trade, have cancelled orders
for new machines. These automobiles
represent a total cost of over S15
000,000. They are now worth possl
bly 17.000,000.
man
"This rich
panic," in Wall stret has made a
the trouble, an automobile dealer I
quoted as saying as he exhibited sev
eral letters and telegrams canceilln
orders for machines. Every dealer
high priced machines has stories t
tell of orders
cancelled by Ne
reoently, were
Yorkers who, until
generally supposed to be rich enough
to afford any luxury.

ia.ii-wim-

needed

-- vTJ'lHMly
Know."
ays O. O. Hays,Should
a prominent business man of Illufr, Mo.,
Buck-le- n
s Arnica Salve Is thethatquickest
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used it and know
w hat I m talking
about." Ouaranteed
by all druggists. 26c.

"Regular aa the Sun."

ro

Is an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun Is the most regular performance In the universe, unless It Is

the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated

with Dr. King's New
Guaranteed by all drug-

Life Pills.

gist.

Y tvith Itltr.ds
the

The flexible sole Red Cross
shoe is comfort able from

'he
CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

If You Want A

start.

The burning and aching
jaused by stiff soles
the
ivils of thin soles aie presented bv the Red Crc ss. It
inables a woman to be on her
:eet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
thos

25c.

THE
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Mexican Central
of

Mexico

Traverses the Republx
From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Agimscalientes, San
Louis, Potosi, Tamplco, Irapua-to- ,
Guadalajara,

The City of Mexico
and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest Mining, Iunilnr
.and-Maand Cattle Prodm-lnAccrtMlhle

zlsolutcly
'omfortable

by

lids

TOURISTS

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the

LANO OF THE
MONTEZUMAG
by

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

obtaining a map folder of th.

S,

R.J Crm

)xfords,
$3-- 5

Our work is as our name Iigh Shoes,
implies, and our charges are $4.00
Let as fit you.
right.

Mexican Central Railway, gj in
It are to be found brief sketches of placis snd things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.

Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS.
v.

WM. CHAPLIh
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

The
Railway

Standard

Great System.

Plumber

Mrs. Leota Forte, of Toledo, 111., vrites: "I am veil pleased vlth the results of using CarduL I have'
taken three bottles and am now perfectly well, free from pain and have gained 25 pounds In weight"
Buk for Women. If you nw4 Medical Ad- Write today for a free copy of valuable
AJ jress
ribe your aympioms, stating age, an4 r?py will be tent in plain kfalea envelope.
WRITE US A LETTER
viujry Utpt.. tie l.ruttarioua MOk in lo., natlanoia, lenn.
c
ul ii miii i aim nuaii
mil; jmtewm
i u aniina

SAMPLX A MO
CLUB
OOM

West Railroad Avenae

breaking in

Beaven

bakery products? Ccr.
To show
I'll Btop your pain free.
you'll travel many a
jrou first before you spend a penny
weary
milo to even equal our cakes,
vhat my Pink Pain Tablets can di, 1 pies, pastry, rolla. etc. Our (food
will mail you free, a Trial Package ot are always In demand, because those
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets. who know appreciate their excelNeuralgia. Headache, Toothache, Pe- lence. But don't forget our bread
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood our principal pride and source of out
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headach
success.
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Ba-tnPIONEER BAKERY
Wis. Sold by all dealers.
S07 Sooth First Street.
Are you looking tor aomeTtilng? Remember the want columns of Th
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to jrou.

Wine of Cardui

Wines, Brandlgs, Etc.

Prop'.

FIRST STREET.

In the way of
twin It Is that

Women's troubles very often occur regularly at a certain time every month.
cause thl3 may have been so all your life, Is no reason why It should continue.
Many thousands of women, who had previously suffered from troubles similar to yours,
due to disorder of the womanly organs, have found welcome relief or cure In that
wonderfully successful medicine for women,

i

S.

BaRNETT,

Finest Whiskies
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THE AMlVQCERQl-CITIZEN IS:
Tlie lending lCrpulillcan dally and weekly newspaiHT of the Southwest.
Tlie advocate of Republican principle and the "Square peal."
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"what a ciurr country 'back east' must lie.-- ' remarked an old timer who
came to New Mexico via the Santa Fe trail ami a team of oxtn anil who was
contented to stay here because he knew when he was well off.
Then the old timer continued as follow:
"I meet so many people from "back east.' They all come 'from New
Tork City' and most of 'em never knew there was any place outside of New
Tork City. At least that's the way It strikes me. when I talk with them.
I have found a few who came from 'Missoury' and Kansas and thereabouts
who admit It off hand, but the big bulk of 'em just come from 'back east
and 'New York City' In particular. Some day I'm going back, Just to see if
there are any country people there who don't own farms In Now York City.'
The old timer was inclined to be sarcastic hut he told a whole lot of truth
"Back East" Is giving way to the old time expression "from the
.states." Likewise "back ea?t" covers a multitude of sins and a multitude of
places. It may be fashionable to "come from New York City." but there is
nothing In the fashion Journals nbout It. If a man Is from New York City
then he ought to come from New York City. If he comes from Missouri
or Kansas or Podunk or St. Louis then that's where he comes from and
Its not back east by a long shot either. The man from Missouri and the
man from Kansas as well as the man from Podunk or St. Louis Is Just as
must a westerner as the man from New Mexico or the man from Tarantula,
Arlmna. He ought not to be ashamed of It; he ought to feel proud. His
ai. again they
clothes may be a year In advance of the cut down this way
may not be by several years. The average New Mexico- -, don't care any
thing about his clothes or his former residence or state of servitiude or any
thing else so long as he Is a good fellow, pulls off hi', coat, earns an honest
living and helps boost the community along. It r no disgrace to come from
New York City not at all or any other old ;,iace so long as the newcomer
Is a good citizen.
For the information of the old timer, however, it might be well to
state that there are lots of good country people and some fine old homes
In the east outside of New York City and that more and more of the people
who founded and maintained them, are coming to New Mexico.
You can tell they are not "from New York City" for they don't dress
that wav and they don't smoke that brand of cigarettes in fact they don't
smoke cigarettes at all. The Citizen feels that New Mexico has no kick
coming on the kind of people that are flocking Into this territory. Instead
New Mexico Is to be congratulated for the most part, on securing the most
enternrisine and successful men In the east and the middle west.
But for the satisfaction of the old timer, the Citizen will say that they
are not all "from New York City" and not all from "back east.
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It. (!. Martnon, the veteran Indian
trader and stock raiser of Lagtma,
Is In the city buying supplies.
Albert Fa her, the West
Central
avenue furniture and carpet dealer,
relumed to the city yesterday from
a goods buying trip to New York.
C. AV. Hunter, the horse dealer. has
sold his wagon yard at 2n) North
Broadway to A. T. Roberts.
The
transfer took place yesterdav. Mr.
Roberts will continue the business.
Dr. B. M. Williams, formerlv In the
Urant building, has removed
his
dental offices to the Burnett building, where he will be
uo I
his old patrons as wen as the new

the most popular Catholic priests of
me diocese or jsanta re.
The local Union Telegraphers
are out on a strike are getting upwhoa
neneiit dance. The ball will be held
at the Casino next Tuesday cvenlnir.
Ellis' orchestra will furnish the music and a good time is expected. The
pumic is invited.
Deputy United States Marshal C.
Newcomer, who has Just returned to
ine city rrom Santa Fe, expects to be
joined nere tnis evening bv the rest
of his family "Mlack Ike." Black
Ike is a black stallion, and one of
the finest horses In the territory.
Nelll Fergusson. recently of Ohio,
yesterday purchased five acres of
land west of the Barelas bridge on
what Is known as the Albuquerque
Land company's orchard and garden
tract. The consideration Is kept private. The sale was made by Col. D. K.
B. Sellers.
li. Oxendlne, the
Hell Canyon
miner, who was brouehr to h Mt
Tuesday afternoon suffering from a
severe cut of his right foot, will not
suffer any permanent injury as a result of the accident. All danger of
blood poisoning is nast
ami
the
wound is healing fast. Mr. Oxendlne
was doing some chonnlnir Tio.s.lav
morning, when the ax sllnned nm'l
struck his foot, making a deep gash
in it.
Jack Franklin, one of the two men
arrested Thursday
charged
with
throwing a stone through a wln,liw
of a passing train north of this ritv
last Wednesday night, was given a
preliminary hearinir yesterdav after
noon by Judge McClellan and bound
over to await the action
of
the
grand Jury.
Franklin's bond was
fixed at $200. which was not furnish
A. B. Calkins the other man
ed.
was held under $50 bond
neiiillnif
further investigation. At the hear
ing Calkins testified that he was so
drunk that he did not know whether
Franklin threw a stone at the train
or not. These are the two men who
took a 22 calibre rifle away from
Fred Anaya, when the
latter came
down town and reported that he had
oeen held up. Anaya went oack to
the scene of the alleged holdup and
rouna nis gun there on the ground.

Wlhiere To
Worslhip

President Roosevelt's opinion that the present stringency of the money
market Is due to general conditions, both national and International, ana
not to any one thing or specific action. Is fully 'borne out by the Fummary
The First Baptist Church J.
of SO.000 reports received by a Chicago financial Institution on the snbject, Shaw,
pastor, breaching at 11 a.
nays the Kansas City Star. In substance this summary says that the re ana s p. m. Sunday
school at 9:30
wards of Industry and commerce have been so great that even the specula a. m. Young Peonle's meetins at 7

tlve market, where the surplus capital has been so largely employed In p. m. All services will be held In
tlsnes past, has been deserted In favor of legitimate Investments. Just now the Baptist church. The public corthe demands of the people In all lines are greater than ever before, and with dially Invited. Good music.
a .vast visible supply In the way of crops and Industrial outputs, there Is
PrvehytcrUui Church Dr. C
not a "ingle sound reason for the least restriction in activity.
E. Lukens will preath at the morning service.
Subject.
"The Lame
the Prey."
The evening serIf you will look into the early life of truly helpful men. those who make Take
vice
will be a union service with the
life easier or nobler to those who come after them, you will almost. Invari Methodist
congregation.
ably find that they live purely In the days of their youth. In early life the
O
brain, though abounding In vigor, Is sensible and very susceptible to Injury,
Christian Sclemv Room 9X rtrm.l
and this to such a degree, that a brief moderate Indulgence In vicious pleas building, corner Central avenue ami
street. Sunday services at 11
ures appear to lower the tone and Impair both the delicacy and efficiency of Third
o clock.
"Chr!st-Jesiw.- "
Subiect.
the brain power for life. This Is not preaching, boys, It Is simply truth of Wednesday
evening testimonial movclence. Ex.
ing at 7:45. Reading room ooen
every day from 4 to 6.
A few years ago It would have been said that the annual expenditure
O
St. John's Episcopal Church Sli
of 135,000,000 on rural free delivery would be ruinous, but the postoffice
avenue and Fourth street. 7 a.
department has been cutting down the deficit of late, and hopes to wipe ver
m., celebration of the HoJy Commuit out.
nion.
10:45 a. m., Sunday school.
11 a. m..
on
serviee
says
Graham
Brooks
!"J
each child of middle class parents costs them and celebration of the Holy CommuZ5,O0u before reaching economic Independence.
nion
and sermon. 8 p. m., evening
What a
this will
be to men with a house full of children and an income ofsurprise
less than 11 000 prayer and sermon. The Uev. Fletch
year.
er Cook, of South MeAlister. I. T..
will officiate at all these services.
Salaries Irv T.
YOrk CitV Within ft VPnr hnVO hoAtl Inn.n. rA ICE1 AAA
Congregational chun-Th ere will
.
im,iri m..re remarns n 4 per cent on 121 !:0,POO. or enough to be Communion services at the Congregational
ouna a suoway. Such comparisons i
church at the usual hour
striking, but odious In official
tomorrow
morning.
circles.
conducted bv
Rev. Hill. There will be no evening
service.
As a result of the conference between President Roosevelt
Speaker
Carvnon it is expected that the downward movement of stocksand
First Methodist Kiilstxiiiiil Cluin-l- i
will cease
Rev. J. c." Rollins, V. D.. pastor.
The decline has gone far enough and "Uncle Joe" knows how to call
a halt. The Sunday
school meet promptly
at 9:45.
Strangers
are welcome.
N.?1 c"n.,ent wUn Pulling "till one leg was longer than it reallv ought Morning worship at 11 o'clock with
to be. a Chicago dentist pulled a man's Jaw until he broke hl neck
sermon by the pastor. Theme, "The
Here
la a chance for the public to cut Its eye teeth, unless this is a
Mirus xveed." Union Younir Poo- false report.
pie's meeting at 7 p. m., at the Presbyterian
church.
All vuuiik neonle
In the year 1857 the treasury revenue of the
States government are cordially Invited. Union evening
was $68, 000.000, an amount nearly eQualed now United
bv the monthly receipts service at the Presbyterian church at
Another tenfold increase in the next fifty years would reach amazing figures!
o clock.
The nub e is oor.lbillv
invited to all these services.
That report about fast work on the Panama canal
may be
classed along with the Virginia story about the l.lacksnakeprobably
TKRRITORIAL FAIR XOTKS
flagged a
that
irain and saved Its master's life" as a bit of pleasing summer fiction
Secretary Stamm this mornlnir re.
ceived a letter from Central Thomas
n'y, 8 'ew yar aso. you could see plenty of Jack rabbits on the mesa or the department of Colorado statabout this city. Now you can ee more automobile than
any ing that he would order out the
troops on a practice march and have
old time in the day. What do we care about Wall street s J;.k rabbits
them at Albuquerque during the ter
do
A New York exchange explains that all the "free" money In the country ritorial fair as he promised to
or me government: The sma change floating around Some week ago.
nowadays, we presume, is merely out on parole.
The official call for the Coronadu
'onimemorative
convention to be
The asphalt company that has been kicking up so mm h trouble In
eld In Albuquerque
during
fair
South America has been fined 14,00,000 by a Venezuelan court. Standard
eek, will be issued by Covernor
Oil please notice.
urry In the near future. This
festival nronilss to h.. tin,
best of Its kind ever held in
A Missouri woman has brought suit against an
became in an
obituary he said her deceaxc.1 husband had gone to a editor
h.ippler home The
way of an editor Is Indeed hard.
The various aeronautic and other
of the country
been
, i..u periodicals
The gas works at North Adams. Ma so., has b..n
giving prominent notice to have
the proJ5.000 cubic feet of gas for a big balloon an amateur Is bull. Ill, g Thce posed free flight of Aeronaut Rlond-in- .
which will take place at the close
aeronautic Incidents are multiplying in nearly all civilized countries.
I
me tair.
This ba loon feature
more
any other one ihinir. has
An Arkansas paper heads a column "Around the Fireside." It ought aused than
the
fair
to be changed to "Around the lee House", or "Under the Jink Yard Pump" side advertising. to receive llllleh out
Arkansas Is no North pole even in winter.
The fair officials momcBtarillv ex-r'oct to receive a favorable leolv
The El Paso Newj says that typhoid fever caes In that city have altwo new Make races for the
most doubled In the past few
eks. Cet out the murk r:ke or some other Harding
Hltig program.
kind of a rake and clean up.
"n Monday the advertising
car
A Honolulu bath house advertises
follows: "Swim at the Hotel will begic its trio throughout
the
Baths no sharks no coral no
advertisjine
Thu do times adv ir.ee in sunny souinwest. The
mutier
md all th.. necessary Paraphernalia
Honolulu.
is ready to be put aboard. Twice as
towns will be visited this ve.ir
Another specialist says the world is g ing mad. He roliably lives on many
last. C. u. Webster, who with two
Wall street.
ints, win have charge of the
will also visit the new slaoer In
Rockefeller says he holds no grudge against ary men but this dees not tlie different towns and citus ami mi
little prefs agent work in thu in
mian that any old man can borrow money from John 1).
terest of the fun.
his-nic- al

.
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FOR

1

REMEMBER

1

We are Cutting Stock
and are Making a

t

RATON
Local Order Is Growing
Meeting Thurs-

Rap-Idly-Bi-

g

Straight Discount of

day Mght.

On next Thursday evenlne at the
K,K;
club rooms there will be an
open meeting of the local lodge of
ones.
I niversal Order of Foresters. Ail
Rev. J. A. Plcard. of Helen, passed the
persons Interested In this lodge, which
iiirouKn me city tnis morn
re
recently organized in his city by
turning home from attending ni.retreat was
Dr. J. I. Meaughlln, , supreme chief
at .anta re. Kev. I' card is one of ranger,
are Invited to

iu.M-.Hiu-

:

LODGES

SAN MARCIAL AND

--

I;

FORESTER

CITIZEN.

2

nl

i

EVENING

i

20 Per Cent for Cash
HOME COMFORT during warm weather is given by the use
of
cool prairie grass, reed, rattan and mallarca furniture,
looks
it
cool and inviting and feels
and comfortable. When your
nome is furnished withitan eyecool
to comfort you needn't
awav
irom it in summer. You can find anything you need inrunsummer

attend and
learn about the order. Already sixty
members have been Initiated into the
local lodge and there are 150 applications for membership yet to be
considered.
Otto Klelnwort, deputy
chief forester, of this city, Is busy
calling upon these applicants
and
making preparations for their Initiation. He has been ordered to proceed from here to San
Marclai,
where he will Institute a new council, but has been delayed on account
of the rush of business In connection
with the council here.
Dr. McLaughlin is now In Raton
and reports much success In that
quarter also. The progress of the
order In New Mexico Is unprecedented which speaks well for the benefits of the organization.
The Uni
versal orrtor of Foresters Is organized
inner tne laws of the state of Call
fornia and has the reputation of be
ing one or the best fraternal societies In the world. The Initiation fee
is only
and the accident benefits
are unusually
advantageous.
lioth
ladles and genlemen are admitted to
memoersnip.

lurnishings at our store.

F. H. Strong
-

i

Strong Block
nrnpr xn n nn i

Hunter's

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
A Good Gun

and

DEFENSE WOULD REFUTE

Ammunition

PROFESSOR'S
DENIAL

n

Ammunition By the Car Load

(Continued from Pnce One.)

If you need anything in this line call or write to us
Our Prices Can't be Beat

said it was, I would buv the other
parly's option for S 10.000.
After
conferring with his
customers, he
Id they would accent mv nronosl- tlon."
FixiiniliHvl Cnve

"I took the next train for Silver
I met Du Hois there and he
and his son took me to the property.
On our way Du Hols told me trie
same story concerning the discovery
of the mine which 1 had read.
"When I looked over the surface
of the purported mine. I said to Du
Bois.
"This doesn't
look like a
mine.' The timber. I said, had showed that the opening was not more
than 15 or 20 years old and I couldn't
see where the ancient Spanish workings came In. When we went further down I said to Du Bols.
'This
looks like a cave to me.' He said yes.
It had fooled a lot of people
and
would have fooled him If he had not
continued the search. He asked me
not to form an opinion until we had
gone further. We made our
way
through several passages and I began to perceive red oxidized ore at
the bottom. I first thought that this
had been sprinkled over the surface.
We later came to ouartize.
I
which varied from 10 Inches to
20 to 20 feet wide.
Kntliiisinstlc
"I was enthu-iasti- c
about
the
mine when we concluded with the
examination ami began to ask I.hi
Bols what sort of
proposition
he
could make me. He said there were
IS claims in his group
and
that
showed up betted Khan the Mamma.
Du Bols said he was hard up. had to
send his children to school and need
ed money so badly that he would
sell out for $10,000.
I said I could
not consider the proposition until I
could purchase the Mamma and the
properties.
entire
He asked if I
could do anything at all for him. I
saiu i couia take the group on a
stock proposition probably. He con
sented to do this and gave me an
option for 30 days on the provision
that I form a stock company to buy
the claims.
A Real Bonanza
"When I returned to Denver
I
brought some samples which I had
picked out of the mine and had them
tested. They ran rich and 1 became
crazy about the proposition.
I telephoned Wilson In Boulder that I had
found a bonanza for him and he
said he would come to Denver the
next day to talk it over. We went
and saw Saunders and he and W. F.
Quarry, who controlled the Manana
group, consented to turn the eight
mines over to my company for a
consideration of $15,000 in cash and
60.000 shares of stock."
The deed in this transaction, which
was held In escrow by the Capitol
National Bank, was) produced In evld-enas was the agreement between
making the purchase.
the parties
Keables testified that $4,000 was still
due on the transaction.
Other Kvldfiioe
Copeland told Mr. Bone that In his
day he had been
with
connected
some of the. richest
mines In the
country.
"Were any of them as rich as the
Mr.
Lost Bullion
claims?" asked
Bone.
"Not quite," replied Copeland, emphatically.
Herbert O. Brooks, an assayer. of
Albuquerque, N. M.,
testified that
some one connected with the Lost
Bullion had brought him some samples from the mines to test and that
He was not
the results ran well.
City.

I McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Our ort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out. They're just
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.
Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
strong-butto- ns
on with fctrong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as
Silk-lini-

$3 00, $4.00,
Weguarantee

every

M.

$S.OO,

School Suit we sell to hold

David Davidson, another Boulder
man, who had been asked by Wilson
to buy stock, testified that he had
mine-cav- e
and like
examined the
Copeland believed the veins which
to
he saw to be from one
three feet
to 40 or 0 feet wide.

Ia'1iuu

ngs

6. OO or
up

to the

high

7.00

standard

represent.

we
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WE FILL

ALL THE TIME

PRESCRIPTIONS

IN'GREASIXG
IV VALfE STEAI-II.15 TO 20 PEK CENT.
WE

HAVE FIVE HlMlliKll DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL 8TONK8 WE
WILL SELL AT IAVER PRICES
THAN' THEY CAN BE BOUGHT At
WHOLESALE.
VASN JEWELRY CO.
One Door Sou til of Drug Stonf.

I

fat f
m 3? fill'f m t
u. fef

5 ii

Co.

For the good of those suffering
with eczema or other such trouble. 1
wish to say, my wife had something
CONTAINS HONEY JLKD TAR
of that kind and after using the doctors' remedies fur some time conRaUeret Colds by working-- them out of
cluded to try Chamberlxln's Salve and th system throuch a copious and healthy
It proved to Vie better than anything action
of th bowels.
she had tried. For sale by all drugCough
cleansing th
RelIT
gists.
mucous membrane of th throat, chest
Hase ball
and band concert ty and bronchial tubes,
American Lumber company band ut
"As pleasant to th tacts)
Traction park Sunday afternoon.
a Mapl Sugar"
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia is a preparation of vegetable Held
and contains the same Juices found
In a healthy tlomach.
WEAK KIDNEYS Try
For BACKACHE
It digests
what you eat. tiold by 3. H. O'RIel- BiWltt't Kidney
hi BUddv Pills Surs lod Stfi
ly & Co.

j

Children Like

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVE-NU- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

SI f(n3fiB?i?lfa

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
.lets gently upon the
bowels and
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves Inflammation of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly &

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

e,
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

S
s

x

i

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

FABER'Q
ALBERT
It
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.

!

Staab Building f

99

SATl !U)AY.

ALBUQUERQUE

AVGIST 21, 1007.
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COAL CONSUMERS

H

SERIOUS

M

II

SITU-

SHRINERS

FACE LOCAL

-

PARE

TO

PRE-

-

CITIZEN.

iv.k t ivi:.

ATU.N. M EXPERT

ATTENDANCE

IS THE LARGEST

TO

GO

EVENING

OIL

EXAMINES

INDICATIONS

Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

NEAR

Open Day and Night.

A. J. MALOY

EVER

SILVERCITY

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . -

214 Central Avenue
Black Diamonds Co Up $1 to Thirty Novices Will Be Intlat-6- Students Begin Year's Study- - Petroleum Seeps From SurWeek-enDealers-Furth- er
News
face of Ground-Natur- al
Called Meeting
Raises
Notes.
Gas There Also.
Are Expected.
Tomorrow.
d

H

ft
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The place to get any- thing in the line ot the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES

rj

g
h

M

d

B
m

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

H

3
H

9

M

B

E
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Pleased People
Every Day at

Columbus
Hotel
OCXXIOCXDOOOOOCJCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Roller Rink

nre
Albuuuerque coal consumers
confronted with a situation that looks
no
Though
been
has
there
serious.
raise in coal since September 15. 1906
there is likely to bo one within the
next thirty days. This was the phoph- esy this morning or 1). F. McDonald, office manager at the I'lark- ville yards.
"We are paying l more a ton ror
coal today than we were a week
ago," said Mr. McDonald, "and the
situation justifies a raise. However,
I am not in position to say that there
will be a raise, but I prophesy one.
We are not now able to fill all our
orders. If we should today fill all
the orders that we have taken, we
would not have an ounce of coal left
in our bins."
Mr. McDonald Rave this Interview
to a Citizen reporter this morning at
the office of the Clarkville company.
It had been rumored on the streets
for a week that there had already
been a raise In the price of coal,
which the Citizen this morning attempted to verify.
Coal Huron irut of Town
Both John .S. Heaven, proprietor
of the Clarkville yard and W. 11.
llahn, proprietor of the Cerrlllos
yards are In California on pleasure
clerks in
trips, but at each place
charge furnished
schedules of the
voge.
fuel rates In
Cerrlllo Yard
Hard coal, first class quality
from Cerrlllos and Gallup
$9.50
mines
Domestic coal, first class quality, from Cerrlllos and Gallup
6.50
mines
Wood, mountain or native, per
cord, weighting 2.1 00 lbs. ... 6.25
Wood. American Lumber com
pany factory (per load) .... 3 .25
Lumber
American
Wood.
company, green (per load).. 2 .50
Clarkville lards
Hard coal, Crested Butte, first
9.50
class quality, per ton
Block,
American
Domestic.
.
per
6.50
mines,
ton
Gallup
from
3.00
Steam coal, per ton
Wood, mountain or native wood
per
lengths,
cord
In four feet
weighing
(12S cubic
feet)
5.25
2.600 lbs
quality
In stove
Wood this same
6.25
lentrths
Wood. American Lumber com- 2.50
nanv. green, per load
Wood. American Lumber com
pany factory, per load
3.25
Wood Also Scur
It
yards,
The prices asked at both
will be noticed, are practically the
same. The only variation made in the
price of any fuel offered Tor sale in
Alhunueroue Is made by the Ameri
can Lumber company, and that Is
made only to employes of the com
uanv.
While the two coal companies of
the city have a contract with the
American Lumber company for a
certain per cent of the fire wood' the
mills turn out, the lumber company
is furnishing Its employes with wood
first and at a price 25 cents less
than what the coal yards are charg
lnir. If there Is any wood left after
the company's employes' orders are
filled, the fuel companies get it. He
cently. since the mills have been run
ning only half time, there has been
very little of what Is known an the
factory wood for the fuel companies.

OPEN.
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. in., 2 to
5 p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. ni.
Friday Xlfrhts Ilewerved for Prl-- ,
vate Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Ska tea, 250
LADIES FREE.
N

TO TEACHERS AND

PUPILS

C. F. Allen
Cornices,

Galvanized

Sky

Rights, Stock

and Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,
Tin

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
AdmlHHlon,

lOcs

of Amusement

45 Minutes

Crystal Theatre
'
Program :
Chcvky Traveler.
Heating tlio landlord.
Utile Statue Healer.
Viigratcful Itofrgnr.
l'icrrot's Grief.
An I'nlucky Hay.
Stealing Tlmultocs.

A

'

Soligl

'.

On the night of the 2Sth of August
The University of N'ew Mexico
number of the local members of opened this week for the year 1H07-0- 8
Abyad
temple of Shrlners
the Hallut
under conditions that promise the
will leave for Silver City to assist In year will be the most successful in
The enrollthe initiation of thirty new member history of the school.
from the vlclnly of Silver City and ment Is larger than It haj ever been
Deniing. Ten of those to be Initiated before at the end of the first week.
are from the neighborhood of Dom- and a larg number of students who
ing. Silver City Is making big prepa- have been delayed In completing arrations for the Shrlner meeting In rangements for enrollment will ena

their city and the outlook for a large
Shrlner
attendance
from
various
parts of the territory Is promising.
Daughters
The
of Isis will also Initi
ate a number of new members at
Sliver City Into their branch of the
order and altogether there will be at
least two hundred
Shrlners and
Iaughters of lsis gathered In Silver
City on the 30th of August, the day
set for the ceremonies.
A banquet
will be given In the evening to ti
visiting members and the parade of
the order In the morning Is planned
to surpass all previous Shrlner parades In the territory.
the initiation of the new shrlners
was to have taken place In this city,
but through the courtesy of the loscal Shrlners and In view of the fact
that all the new members are from
the southern districts It was agreed
to hold the ceremonies In Silver City.
As It Is some of the novices will be
compelled to Journey 250 miles to
be present at Silver City. Those at
tending from Albuquerque will return
t
this city on the 31st, the day after
tne ceremonies.
Potentate T. X. Wllerson requests
that those of the local Shrine who
contemplate attending the meeting at
silver City meet at the Masonic Tent
pie tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
and make the necessary arrange
ments.

CAPITALISTS
FOR

ARE

OFF

EASTERN

Albuquerque Eastern Will Iargp Xumlx-of Hooters Will
company Visitors (.nine CullMost Assuredly be
(.eromi-iimc- I
ed at .1 O'floi-ilve iom City
to
Built."
Hunch I toy nl
r

Following his announcement yesterday that the Albuquerque Eastern
would be built,
General Torrance
and Engineer Duck drove over the,
grade of the grade of the road built
three years ago from the Santa Fe
tracks near the Southwestern brewery to Trimble's castle at the mouiii
of Tijeras canyon. On returning to
the city General Torrance
held a
long consultation with J. H. Farwell,
the engineer who had charge of the
work already done on the Eastern.
This consultation was held at the
Later In the day several membti-of the party held a closeted consultation with Col. W. S. Hopewell,
the original promoter of the road.
What took place at this meeting Is
only a conjuncture, but one of the
consultees Is quoted as saying that
the road would most assuredly be
built.
When seen again this morning before leaving for the east General Tor
rance verified what he said yesterday, "We are going
to
build the
road."
"But,"
general,
continued
the
"there Is much detail work to be
jone yet. so 1 don't care to express
myself further.
We are going back
to Pittsburg now and go over the
proposition in detail. If it shows up
then as it does now, the money will
be forthcoming immediately and the
work of construction will begin at
once.
"The Hover," the private car which
brought the capitalists
out from
Pennsylvania, was attached to train
No. 10 this morning and left for the
east. Col. Hopewell left with the
party, with a view to accompanying
it to Las Vegas or possibly to the
Colorado line, when he will return
to Albuquerque.
He expects to
go to Pittsburg the middle of next
week, where he has another appointment with General Torrance.
Every member of the party carried
away a large assortment of Indian
curios, especially Navajo rugs, and
many of them bought such quantities
that they had to have their purchas.es
shipped east by freight.
s

New York. Aug., 24. Madam Ag
Base ball and band concert by
American Lumber company band at nes Lake, the first woman
circus
owner in this country, and at one
Traction park Sunday afternoon.
a
time
famous bareback rider and
champion woman high wire walker,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
died today in Jersey City, aged
8i.
Mme Luke's career was one of reWANTED A Concord spring buggy.
romance
markable
adversity.
and
Jay A. Hubbs.
Both her
William Luke,
FOB HUNT Nice live loom dwd!-ing- . the
clown,
Bill
famous
Wild
and
w ith
screened porches, J IS Hickok. an associate of Buffalo
Bill,
including city water. Lloyd
by
desperadoes.
were
killed
205 w'est
ild avenue.
Foil It KNT First class
dwelling, with ail modern conven- 6AYN0R IS DYING
Completely furnish.'d fi.r
iences.
hoUekei( ik. Des ruble neighborper in iii.'i.
Lloyd
$5o
hood.
IN GEORGIA JAIL
Hunsuker, 205 West Gold avenue.
r.

six-rn.i- i;

TO MII.KPMKX.

It is evident that sheep raisers
must so, in own thfir own grazing
land. There are Very few solid tracts
with perfect title, I offer 2."i.0lMi acre
grazing tract. on Cebolleta Grant;
also 5. Clio acres adjoining, of winter
grazing, with valleys producing tine
corn. etc.. without irrigation.
V.. 1). PHINCE. Santa Fe, N. M.

York,
24.
Aug.,
New
Advices
from Macon, Ga., state that John F.
ijaynor the Syracuse contractor who
was convicted of complicity in the
Savannah harbor work frauds, Ls
critically ill. Physicians say that he
cannot live mg unless he is reinov- d from Jail.

Base ball and ban! concert by
American Lumber company band at
Traction park Sunday afternoon.
If you want anything on earth, you
get It through the want columns
Everything New and First Class can
if The Evening Citizen. We get results.
Kates Reasonable
Opposite Depot
Base bail
and band cim" ''
American Lumber company hand
1'koi Trai
t..j:k park Sunday afternoon.
Owen D.insdait:

Plies get quIcK ana certain relief
from Dr. Shoop'i Magic Ointment
please note it is made alone foi
Piles, and its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
giant
Large nickel-cappeIts use.
Jars 50 cents. Sold by a" dmilen,

.

In After Years When I Am Old.
Nolsnly R.ns to Ixivo Mo Now.

J. It. St'OTTI.

MusUiil

Director,

HOTEL PALACE

editor-in-chie-

SOCORRO WILL PLAY

Superintendent Sterling, of the Albuquerque public schools, this morning made the following announcement regarding the opening of the
schools and the examinations attendant thereupon:
"On Monday morning, September
2nd, beginning promptly at S o'clock,
entrance examinations will be held
at the Central school building, lot
new pupils entering the schools and
for all pupils who wish to make up
conditions in the grades or in the
High school. But as previously announced, no pupl deliquent at the
close of school last spring will be
allowed to enter these examination!)
else he or she can produce evidence
the studies in
of having pursued
which they failed under an approved teacher for a reasonable length of
time during vacation."
Superintendent Sterling also make
this announcement to teachers:
at
"On next Monday afternoon
4:30 o'clock there will be a general
at the Centra! OLD TIME CIRCUS
teachers' meeting
school building. This will be on
of th
of the important meetings
year and it Is very necessary that
WOMAN DIED TODAY
every member of the city corps be
present.

Hun-sake-

ter next week. The attendance from
outside the city Is unusually large,
counties In the Territory
nineteen
being represented.
The new men's
dormitory Is full and It will be nec
essary to construct
a temporary
t.ructure of some Kind for several
students who cannot get accommo
dations In the main building. SevIn
eral changes and Improvements
equipment of buildings
have
the
been made during the vacation. The
lecture hall of the Science building
has been provided with a table for
use In scientific demonstrations. The
new Instructors,
Professors Clark,
Watson and Otwell, have Installed
many new conveniences In their respective departments of Chemistry,
Biology and Engineering.
Student activities have begun as
though no break had been made in
the routine of work by the summer
vacation. At a meeting of the stu
dent body on Thursday, the executive staff of the U. N. M. Weekly was
elected. Mr. Frank Light was made
f,
with Hoy Baldwin as
assistant, and Mr. Allen was made
business manager. Plans have been
made for a reception to new students, next week. The Dramatic Club
Is also arranging for a play
to be
given In two or three weeks.
Athletics are receiving their share of
Early
attention.
In the week a Tennis Club was organized and a number of students have been at work
every afternoon
preparing a new
tennis court.
The weather has been favorable
for study and the students generally
have entered Into their work with
unusual enthusiasm.

d

One pint

:r.lnral water cures and

prevents constipation.
ter for it

Ask your gro

Ac

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

rhillips. an oil expert from
Pa., who has been investigating the oil lands In the vicinity ot
I
I
I
a
B
O
Algodones this week, returned east 6
yesterday. Mr. Phillips was sent hero
by a group of eastern capitalists to
examine the Algodones oil fields and
make a report to them. According to
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipA. J. Frank, the well known mining
ped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
man of Algodones, the oil expert was
anything
that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonmost favorably Impressed.
able prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
The area where the oil indications
work.
are most favorable Is a tract of land
about a half mile wide and two miles
smiTM fiF vunnnTI
.
long which lies six miles east of AlAinnnncDmic u u
-.
M
wwwiii vi I inuwu
nLUUVVLIIUUkl (! mi
godones. The oil constantly
seeps
from the surface of the ground In
this area which Is supposed to conA company
tain rich oil deposits.
named the Algodones
Petroleum,
Coal. Mining and Pipe Line company
was organized several years ago and
they Installed machinery and bored
down to a depth of 625 feet when a
flood of the Tonque creek caused a
washout in the region and stopped
operations of the company.
This happened three years ago and
since that time there has been no
active operations to develope the oil
land. The land Is patented and still
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
owned by the Petroleum
company.
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
It Is the opinion of experts that it
will be necessary to bore lo a. depth
and Delivered. Out-of-tow- n
Orders Given
at
of
least 2.000 feet before oil Is
struck.
Prompt
ttention
Indications of Gas
Mr. Phillips found indication
of
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
gas
on the property In his
natural
investigations, in the event of gas
being found In large quantities It will
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
N. Mex.
be pumped to Albuquerque.
If this
happens this city will be blessed with
.
109-11- 1
W.
Silver,
Rear
Savoy
Hotel.
Tel.
480
twenty-fiv- e
cent gas
will
which
make a fuel cheaper than coal or
wood and a hundred per cent more
convenient. The oil will most prob- aoiy ue piped to Santa Fe or other
points on the railroad which Is lo
eated at an altitude lower than the OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
oil
field.
It Is all down grade to
Santa Fe and the oil could be piped
mere niuimii pumping.
If the report of Mr. Phillips Is fav
orably received by the capitalists he
represents, they will lease the nroo
erty and at once begin operations to
If you want to get to a cool place In a hurry, wire us at Glor-iet- n,
ueveiope ine region.
X. M., telling us what train yon will take and com on up.
Our wagon will meet yon.
Base ball
and band concert by
The round trip faro to Glorleta Is $3.60; the Mage fare to the
American Lumber company band at
ranch Is $1 and the rate at the .inch la $8 per week.
park
Sunday afternoon.
traction
We will try to see that you nave a good time. The fishing la
DeWltfs Kidney and Bladder Pills
good.
are Dest ror bnokaehe and weak kid
neys. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
W. F.
Oil City.

superior Lomuer ana mm uo.

'0K000O00OO0O0

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

Jtt

Albuquerque,

THE VALLEY RANCH

THE VALLEY RANCH

SCHWARTZMAN

The Socorro Indians will be here
tomorrow for a game with the
and their coming will be the
occasion of some good sport and some
lively entertainment.
manager of the
Hyan,
Martin
Geronlmos, has arranged to have the
American Lumber company band at
the game, and after the game will
entertain the visitors 'with a swim at
the First street
natltorlum
and a
lunch with liquod refreshments
at
Hed Men's hall.
The game will be a close one as the
teams are
evenly
matched.
The
Geronomos will be strengthened by
play
an outside pitcher and
will
Kane, the long man who played
The
third base for the Browns.
Gem City bunch will bring with them
Hagerman, the new phenomena recently discovered at San
Marclal.
The visitors will he accompanied by
a large number of rooters.

Pecos, New Mexico

& WITH

Ger-onim-

Whose Fault Is It?

Meal, Poultry and Fish
21

Central, Tel. 628

W.

1

:

Do You Realize

The plan of your new house maj
be correct, but unless) you have good
building material you're going te be
disappointed "That'a What!" "If
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from thia house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third end Marquette
the Serious Consequences of Long

THREE

BAND

Continued

CON

KYK STRAIN?

CERTS

TOMORROW Priceless above all possessions

B

Is the

These Are

Eyesight. If you suffer from Head
aches after using the eyes for a per
lod, or If you have poor vision, SEE
VS. Your Eyes Tested, and an Hon
est Opinion as to their needs I'JtEK

company
The American Lumber
band will give three concerts tomor
row. The first concert will be on
First street between the Alvarado
hotel, the
and Sturges' European
second at Traction park during the
bull game between the Geronlmos
and the Socorro Indians, and the
third at Hoblnson park In the even
ing.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric
Light and Power company has placed eight new Ineadescent lights in
the park band stand,
which will
greatly facilitate the rendition of a
good program.
Previous to this the
band has been compelled to play only
the pieces of music the members
knew best because of their inabailiy
to read by the poor light.

C.

Buying

CARNES, O. D.
ti.Central
Ave. Phone 432.

Days

Ill

Consult

Reliable

a

Full Set of Teeth
Gold

rilling

Dentist

Easy Terms

$8

Low Prices

and
$1.50 up
$S

Gold Crow.is
I'ulnlcss Extracting.,

,30c

vehicle t enjoy the summer months? If you
Do you intend buying
do don t pass us Dy. we aon t urge you to Duy an expensive venicra
we have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.

De Witt's Little Earir risers don't ALL WORK AnsOMTFLI GUAR
AMEED.
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
take. Sold by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagon ef
all kinds. Don't atay away because you are not rich. Come and aee
us.

Albuquerque Carriage Co.

Uase ball
and band concert y
American Lumber company band at
Traction park Sunday afternoon.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

Big Cut Price Sale
Of Clothing.

DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12, X. T. ARMIJO HLDG.

Hats, Under
wear, Ladles Skirts and Waists, now
going on at the Cash Buyers Union.
All remaining summer goods must
be sold regardless of cost.
About 60 pair of Ladies Oxfords,
former price $1.25. 11.60 and (2 to H
go at 11.00 per pair.
3
off
All Children's Oxfords
jz.uu u
Mens
2.ir (ixroras
Mens 12.00 oxroras
xi.oo
1.25
Boys 11.75 Oxfords
20 per cent discount on all mens
and boys Suits.
20 per cent discount on ail mens
and boys trousers.
Big lot mens sample shirts.... 33C'M
Mens silk finish 50c undershirts 350 M
Groceries.
.15c
Good pkg coffee per lb
1Tc M.
J. Coffee, per Tb .... .2:c
Good quality canned peaches, grapes,
plums and green gages ..15c can
50c
75c Tea
4oc
50c Tea
4jC
Gal. I'i'K Syrup
2;if
Walker Bakers Cooa
Grocery
a
with
l
17 lbs snar for
Order.
CASH urVEH'S UNION,
12a X. Second St.
Shoes,

;

WM. OOLOE

I

Carriage

MMftSMSMSftMStSI

SPENDING

CXXXXX

TOO MUCH MONEY?

Beauty Parlors

A certain man opened a checking account
with os not long; ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning- enough and spending too much.

120 South Fourth St.
Fclal Manage
Eleclroloils

Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Scalp Treitmest

Jf

-

Manicuring

Children's Hair Cutting

His checking account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because be
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

y,

all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours. Puffs. WIks, etc.
HEAL II llll NETS
Sanitary French
Hair
Rolls.
pomp Wave.
All
The new
shades to be worn under the
ruffing
one's
hair instead of
own noveltirs In back and side
combs.
We manufacture

Mr, and Mrs.

li

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

James Slaughter,

Proprietors
XXXXXXXXXXl

iv. u. PATTERSON
lc;1 Jut
inUrit: H trlTelephone
Avenue.
-t

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

311-31-

3

Wffel

JllcrAMtLyl tRQl

K. NEW MEXICO.

57.

109 North Flrtt St.

Mil Kinds of Indian end Moxlean Coods. iho Cboapost
Placa to buy Navajo Blaakott and HtMlcaa Drama Work
M mil Oritmro Carm fully mnd Promptly Iliad.

r

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

r u.K six.
of the Territory of Xew Mexico.
United States of America, Plaintiff,

DEMURRER FILED

vs.

No.

S.

Marshall's Docket No. 1224.)
Territory of New Mexico, et al., Defendants,
Comes the defendant, the Territory of New Mexico, tty Albert H.
Fall, its attorney general, and demurs
to the complaint of the plaintiff, the
I'nlted Stales of America, and for
grounds of such demurrer shows:
1.
That, as appears upon the face
of the complaint, this court has no
Jurisdiction of the person of the defendant, the Territory of New Mexico.
2. That the defendant, the Territory of New Mexico, herein sought
to be Impleaded Is not subject to
action Instituted In said court against
it without its consent.
3. That It does not appear that
the defendant, the Territory of New
Mexico, herein sought
to be Impleaded, has by statute or otherwise
consented that it may be sued here(

IN TIMBER

CASE
Insufficient Cause of Action
Claimed and Other
Questions Raised.

Santa Fe, X. M . August 2 4.
In
the in. 4. That It does not appear that
were filed today
ca.ca now pending In the federal by any act of congress, legislating
court ot the geo.nd Judicial district, for said Territory of New Mexico, or
which were Instituted by special
otherwise, consent has been given
the attorney general, that the said Territory may be sued
t
Gordon,
Urtn.ntiy MoHarff and Peyton
herein.
states of
and entitled the I'nlted
5. That the relations of the UniAmerica vs. the Territory of Xew ted Stales of America and its terriMexico et al. There are three of the tories are such that questions which
an Ha In all and they were brought may arise between
them are not
for the purpose of endeavoring to Judicial but political.
determinable
hare act aside deeds to certain tracts and relievable by congress unil the
mt timber lands which were purchaspolitical branches
of
the genera!
ed from the territory by the Ameri government, but not captive jf ad
can Lumber company and Clark M. judication between the genera, gov
Mi
Carr. Illegality of contracts are al- ernment and Its territories
the
legations set forth in the complaint courts.
M being claimed that
the timber
6. That, If sued In I's sovereign
were secured by capacity, the Territory of New Mex
tends Involved
ico, like a state, can on'y be held
fraudulent means.
The American Lunvber company Is to answer ty original a. tion in the
Famed as a
in two of supreme court of the United States.
7.
of
New
That the Territory
the cases and Clark M. Carr in the
crei'.ed
and
ther. while Miguel A. Otero, former Jlexlco Is organized,
igoTernor of New Mexico, George W. constituted
with lawful
attorney
general,
only
Incapable
things
former
Prtchard.
and is
of doing
which are unlawful. In itself, that to
and Alpheus A. Keen, former
of public lands, are made charge that the Territory
of New
parlies defendant to all three uiu. Mexico, having none but lawful powers
demurrers,
capacity
In
territory.
to
which
and
do
its
lawful things,
The
ere drawn up by Assistant Attorney has unlawfully conspired, as set forth
Gortner, maintains in the complaint. Is to charge an
Ctaneral R. C.
that the federal government has no absurdity, repugnant to the law and
autUclent cause of action.
The de- Impossible of being true.
ti.
murrers
state
the
of New
also
That the Territory
that
jurisdiction
no
court
in Mexico as such cannot have conspir
has
ed
or
unlawfully
otherwise, having
cases
a number ot
and
these
specific
questions
are no capactty so to do. Its orlicers may
sther
raised. Other demurrers will be filed conspire, but when they do so thej
by the attorneys for the American cease to represent or bind the Ter
Lumber company and Mr. Carr an ritory or New Mexico, but the comweN as by counsel for Messrs. Otero, plaint herein attempts to charge the
Territory of New Mexico with fraud
Prlchard and Keen.
These suits are the first in which and conspiracy.
9. That the court has no Jurisdic
to
sought
Is
to
restore lands
the
it
territory by the federal government tion of the subject of this action.
10. That the plaintiff, the United
that are alleged to have been fraudulently acquired by Individuals and- States of America, has no legal ca
corporations. Others, it Is said, may- pacity to sue herein.
11. That this defendant
Is not.
he filed later and the outcome of
these causes will be watched eagerly, nor are the defendants, "George W.
attorney
as
Prlchard,
general
of the
not only by the legal profession but Territory
of New Mexico," Miguel A.
by people generally throughout New
Mexico.
If the demurrers are sus Otero or Alpheus A. Keen, necessary
to complete detertained by the court the cases will of or proper parties
necessity be dismissed and the writs mination of any cause of action
the United States
of Injunctions dissolved. If the de- which the plaintiff,
America, may have herein.
murrers are overruled it Is expected of 12.
complaint
That
the
does not
the suits may 'be carried to the Uni state
ted States supreme court for final cause facts sufficient to constitute a
of action.
decision and adjudication.
13.
That It appears by the com
Appended Is a copy of the general
herein that all the lands In
demurrer filed by the territory in one plaint
complaint described were duly
ot the cases involving the American the
and legally selected, and that the
Lumber company. The other two are title
thereto passed out of the United
along similar lines, with possibly a
to the Territory of New MexStates
lew minor changes. The demurrer In ico, wherefore
the plaintiff has no
uoauon follows:
cause or action to demand an ac
Demurrer to the Cmitalat.
counting therefor, or an Injunction
In the Second Judicial District Court In respect thereto, or a Judgment for
rs

er

money damages on account thereof,
but such cause of action. If any there
be. Is shown upon the face of the
complaint to pertain to the Territory
of New Mexico or to the institutions
and beneiuiurles of such grant.
14. That said complaint la conto itself
tradictory and repugnant
In setting
forth, In paragraph X
thereof, that the funds constituted
by said lands belong to the university of said territory, and thereafter
praying for Judgment in favor of
plaintiff on account of the alleged
waste and destruction of such funds
and lands.
15.
That said complaint Is brought
by the granter of property or the
stated creator of a trust as alleged,
to enforce that whk-the comjdalnt
characterizes as a trust, and h iws
subject
of such
on its face that the
alleged trust had passed from the
Xew
of
plaintiff to the Territory
Mexico for the benefit of certain Insuch
of
territory;
said
stitutions
that
action Is unprecedented the grantor
or creator of a trust having no cause
of action in regard thereto; that the
right of action to enforce a trust is
either in the cestui que trust who haj
suffered damage by the action of the
trustee, or by the trustee to correct
errors In the performance of the
trust by Its agents; that the plaintiff, as trustor as t characterizes itself In said complaint, Is without any
cause or light of action In the premises.
16.
That If any right exists In
plaintiff, the United States of America, to declare a forfeiture of alleged
conditions attached to a grant of
lands, such right Is only in the congress of the United States.
upon the
17. That, as appears
face of the complaint, the plalntllf
has no Interest In the contract which
it seeks to cancel, or in the lands
referred to In such contract.
IS. That the said complaint Is
vague, uncertain, and Improper pleading; states conclusions of
law and matter of argument,
and
falls to .set forth a cause of action as
against this defendant, the Territory
of New Mexico.
Wherefore, tills

defendant and Its
attorney general pray to be hence
dismissed, with costs.
AUtEHT B. FALL.
Attorney General for the Territory
of New Mexico, Santa Fe, X. M.
It. C. GOKTNER.
Assistant Attorney General of
NOTICE FOU Pl'JJLICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, Land Of-llce at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice U hereby given that Cres-encl- o
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
8221, made January 24, 1805, for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
16 N, Range 6 W.. and that said
proof will he made before H. W. S.
Otero, V. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6.
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of nernalllio,
X. M.; Eugenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
X. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
X. M.; Jose. Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
o

Cures baby's croup. Willie's dally
sore
mamma's
cuts and bruises.
lameness)
grandma's
Dr.
throat,
great
Oil the
Thomas' Eclectrlc
household remedy.

EVENING

sAniin.w, AcccsT si,

CITIZEN.

E MINER

IS

KILLED FOR

Murder.
24.
Aug.,
Juan
Tucson, Ariz.,
Flores. a native miner, having many
friends In this city, was the victim
murder at Washof a
ington Camp near
Nngales.
The
crime was committed because of a
woman with whom Flores and
Ruiz, one of the murderers,
Following
were
the
Infatuated.
crime the woman fled to the mounA
tains, where she Is now hidden.
message this afternoon
telephone
stales that Ruiz has been arrested
by the sheriff of Santa Cruz county and will be at once taken to
for trial.
Flores. the man who was killed,
had gone to call on the woman In
the case. While he was Inside the
house his rival, Igmiclo Ruiz, together with a man named
Hernardino
Fimbres, called at the house. When
the woman answered the knock at
the 'door the two men asked that
Flores come out.
Shot Down
Hearing the disturbance the latter came to the door and stood with
his urm about the woman's waist.
Ruiz yelled out at him, "Have you
a gun on you. Flores?"
"No," replied the latter, "I am
unarmedi
Ruiz made pome remark about
stealing the girl. Then he suddenly
drew a revolver from his pocket and
held It half toward Flores. "Here is
a gun," he said, "maybe you will
need it."
from the girl's
Flores stepped
the
side and advanced to take
weapon. As he did so Ruiz suddenly reversed the weapon and pulled
Flores dropped In his
the trigger.
tracks, and the woman ran, screaming, from the house.
As she ran
she heard the report of a second
shot, but she did not look back to
see who fired It.
Hiil Ourtiirrsl
Persons In the camp who reached
the scene of the shooting Bhortly ar
ter It occurred found Flores dead
his
holes in
two
bullet
with
bodv.
The two pistol wlelders had
disappeared, and shortly afterwards
the woman over whom the snooting
took place, also disappeared from
the camn. The Santa Cruz author
ities believe that in the capture of
Ruiz they have the man who fired
both shots, although a determined
effort will be made to get Timbres
woman is
and the woman. The
wanted as a witness and Timbres
may be charged with being an ac
cessory to the crime.
Bring us your joo wors. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cirds a specialty.

EXTF.NUS TO OF.rOSITOIlS KVF.KY I'KOPEIl ACCOMMODATION
AM) SOLICITS MEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

To Colorado and eastern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rales to principal points.

Jealousy Prompts Slayer of
Juan Flores to Commit

cold-blood-

lo

No-gal- es

VX SCR PASS

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

3S

WOW

WITH AMPTJ3 MEANS
F D FACILITIES

AD

EXCURSIONS

tfor..

150.000.00

ami Directors:

OfOo-r- s

UNA, President.

SOLOMON
W. S. STHICKLFll,
Vloo

W.

J. JOHNSON.

Assistant Cashier.

lreslilont nnil Cnslilcr.

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and re
turn $44.55, Norfolk and re
turn (60 day limit) $72.90.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.

ALBUQUERQUE

J.

WILLIAM McIXTOSH,
A. M. ItLACKWFLIj

or Minneapolis and
$52.10. Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for Par-

C. BALDHIDGE,

O. E. CKOMWKLL.

NSW MEXICO

i

St. Paul

Capliai and Surplus, $100,000

return

ticulars.
ALLOWED

INTEREST
T

t

E.

PURDY,

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Agent.

Merdmnts of Albuquerque.
All the business men of Albu-

querque can assist materially In
by
advertising the big fair,
bringing to The Citizen office
their business envelopes and
having an advertisement printed
upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all charges,
and the management urges all
who are interested In Its success
of tnls
to avail themselves
means of rendering assistance.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OMCKRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOfcDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK IfcKKS

tiitiitfiiiiiill

R. A.

KILL the COUCH
CURE the LUNGS

.PrMldral
President
Cuhlvr

Ylc

FR08T

AaataUnt CaabJa
Director

H. F. RATNOLDI

u.

AND

WITH

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

DKfoirotrr

m.

IoOO.oM.M
Autnorlied Capital
$25,O0O.M
Paid Up Capital, Snrplua and Profit
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka k Santa P hallway Company

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
PHICE
Fnn .Oquchs
In.
OLDS
jk tn on

Trial Bonis Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

A BANK FOR

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY!
OR MONET CEFUNDED.

ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

r

2nd and Cold

Thrills and Throngs!

Carnival and Confetti!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

New Mexico's Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. 1SKV MEXICO
THE
"FIGHTING
FLAMES"
Coney
First,
Island
City
White
At
Next, and at Denver Now
The Most Thrilling

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Spectacle of Today

Absolutely the same show, the same management! Presents a wonderful drama of metof the marvelropolitan life. The fire alarm, an outburst of flames, thrilling rescues-A- ll
ous feats of a modern fire department Uses two streets and many buildings; two fire
engines, two hoe wagons, one hook and ladder, one patrol wagon, one automobile, thirty-fiv- e
firemen, ten policemen and ninety actorsA city in itself. Also the
Hatcher-Russe- ll

;

Manager

WHOLESALE

CROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie, ths

a Western City

lart and

Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Grocarlaa
In the Southwest

FARM AND

RAILWAY RATES. HALF I0AKE OR BETTER
JAY A. HUBBS

ESTABLISHED IS7S.

L. &. PUTNEY

'THE

Carnival Company

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in

0000K
"OLD tt ELL ABLE."

Ten Shows and Thtee Free Acts

J. A. WEINMAN
President

2nd and Cold

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

C&OOOOOOC eoaxxaoax.

ROY A. STAMM

a

Secretary

N.

K00o0o

Convenience - Comfort - Security
prener
telephone
The
your health, prolong, year Uls
and protects your hoiae.

The telephone make. the
dutlea lighter, the care less
and the worries (ewer.
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BOYS

NERVY

0
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111!:

Clmrley Allen
Pittsburg, Pa..
24
Auk.,
"Five'
aonars apiece am t nuthin'. We wnnt
medals for savin'
those trains;
Bompthln,' we kin keep, an' pin on
our coats an' show the other fellers
how brave we were. O" corse, the
passengers
thanked us for savin'
their lives; but we don't want any
more thanks or $5 bills, but a hero
medal."
That's the way little
Tommy Shay, of Carnegie, talked,
when asked how he was satisfied
with the reward of the Wabash
Kallroad Co., which paid him and
hie companion, Charley Allen, each
$5 for saving two trains from being
wrecked at Carnegie.
The two boys were at the station to see an excursion train go by,
when they saw a runaway
team
drawing a heavy wagon start over
trestle 500 feet long near Carnegie
station. The horses' legs soon went
through
the trestle, leaving the
animals and wrecked wagon on the
rat's. No others were tu the station
saw
and
the obstruction on the

JI

"l

I

--

boys.

Saved Two Train
"I knew the train was comln' In
less than two minutes," said Tom
my Shay, "an' as my father works
on the road I knows what to do. I
runs back to the station and climbs
a switch pole 20 feet high and pulled off a red light. Charlie heliu7? me
and we hiked across the trestle with
it and got 200 feet beyond when the
excursion train conies In sight. It
stopped all right, and when the
passengers
saw what was wrong,
you bet they were thankful.
"But we had no time. The en
gineer said a freight was due In a
couple of minutes, an
we
then
hiked it over to the other end of
the bridge an stopped It."
"Well, that's all there was to It,
until the other day the
railroad
company sent me and Charlie each
$5 for savin' those trains. We spent
the money In about two days. We
don't want money. We want medals
for that. Don't you think It's worth
if.' "

IAS

VEGAS

AND GROWERS

ESTATE

OF WOOL

Las Vegas, N. M., Aug., 24. General Overseer Wilbur Ulenn Vollva,
the head of Zion City, established by
Dowie, accompanied by Deacon Peters and Deacon Forbey, arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday and will spend
some time looking over the mesa
lands with a view of establishing a
new Zion community.
Vollva is a very interesting man.
Being at the head of Zlon City and
master of the many millions of dollars invented there, it can readily be
eonceived that he Is a man of wonderful executive ability. lie talked
freely of conditions as they now exist in Zion City. He said the sale
of the great lace factory established
by Dowie had made it almost Imperative that a new colony be established with agriculture as a basis. He
explained that many of the men who
had come Into Zion City to enjoy its
religious advantages had come from
the farm. Work In the factories
was not to their liking and it has become necessary to establish a community where agricultural pursuits
could be extensively followed.
Slay Locuto There.
While Overseer Vollva has not fully decided to establish his new colony on thw lands near Lad Vegas, he
freely admits that he Is very favorably Impressed with the country and
the climate. He realizes that this is
an ideal farming country and feels
that his people would be thoroughly
pleased with the climate. But like
any good business man. he does not
care to commit himself until he has
more fully Investigated the country.
The now Zion will not be confined
entirely to agriculture.
Manufacturing and mercantile industries will also be Introduced, jusi as it has been
In fact all the good
In Zion City.
by
inaugurated
Apostle
features
D nviu will be followed, and the mistakes of that great leader eliminated.
Will Deliver Sermon.
It is recignlzed that one of me
great mistakes of Dowie was his failure to provide work for his many
followers who came from the farm.
Many of the people of Zion City came
from southern countries and there is
much complaint because of the severe climate along the shores of Lakd
Michigan. H Is argued
that the
splendid climate that has made Las
Vegas famous, will form a happy
medium satisfactory to all.
fo many have expressed a desire
to hsar Overseer Voliva that a meet-iiw- ?
has been arranged for Sunday at
the opera ouse. His theme will be,
"Theoretical vs. Practical Christianity."

George Peterson and Barney Beard
Ueorge Keltenbach ranch at Kaycee
with all Its sheep holdings for $55,- -

of Douglas, Wyo., have purchased the
uuu.

Eastern Lamb Market.

The eastern lamb market has not
been so steady of late and buyers are
giving close attention to duality.
bunch of western stuff went on Chi
cago the other day. The purchaser
picked out a small percentage at
$7.60 and would pay only J7.25 for
the Iambs he sorted out. This Is
but a sample case that has become
the general rule. All stuff is sorted
according to certain measures of ex
aetment and paid for according to
circumstances.
Angvra Gout Ranch.
L. II. Alger, son of the late Senator Alger of Michigan, and Charles
Davis, cotton king of Atlanta, Git
wild establish one of the largest An
gora goat ranches In the country on
the shores of Lake Whatcom, Wasl
lngton. Five hundred goats will be
shipped there from the ranches of
the same men in Kediling, California
and Cherokee, Indian Territory. With
these as a foundation It is proposed
soon to nave thousauds of the anl
mals roaming their large tracts of
land.
Still In Iead.
New Mexico still furnishes the ma
jority of lambs fattened in Colorado,
many coming from the neighborhood
of Albuquerque, Chama, Las Vegas,
Springer and i'uerta de Luna, while
L'tah, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming
all contribute their quota. For more
than a century New Mexico has been
a great sheep producing country, the
warm, dry climate being especially
favorable to lambing and the gre-stretches of plain affording excellent
grazing grounds, for the flocks. The
Mexican is a natural sheep
herder
and finds no mental hardship as do
others In the eternal solitude of a
herder's life. Sheep raising gained
a foothold In the territory before the
cattlemen knew the value of the land
for grazing purposes and strange to
say nu held Its own against the inroad., of the Iniiiiv lieri.8.
Old Time Sheepmen.
J. II. Haliry. who has
i
identified with the sheep bu.'inss on the
a
slop
of Color lo for the last
western
twenty-fiv- e
years. Is now well estabg
)! and
n.
lished at Oakland,
(ieorg-his former foreman,
llf.n.
have bought a 1,7'JO-ucr- e
fairn and
stocked it with pure bred Oxford
Down and Lincoln shep and Shorthorn cattle. It is their initiation to
supply that section with blooded
stock. They have recently shipped
Scratch! in two oxford rams from Kngiaiid,
Itch!
Itch!
Itch!
you
more
Scratch!
the
The
Scratch!
remainder being Canadian brt d
cratch the worse the lich. Try stock.
Wyoming Sheep.
Doan's Ointment. It cures piles,
any tkin Itching. All drug!is
A correspondent
writing from tne
vicinity of Laramie peak in Wyoin- sell it.
a,

at

be-"-

O.-c-

A

Homeopathic

ORKKM

J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 9 and 3, Harriett Building,
Over O'Rlelly's Drug store.
ApiKilntmenta made by mall,
1)11

Vjvn

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

MILLINERY
Trimmed
Hat

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

FANCY WORK

Alubquerque, X. M.

Attorney at Law.

W. E.

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. O.

NOTICE FOR PII1I.ICATIO.V.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., August 2o.
l'J07.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
LopeZ, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
has Hied notice of his intention to
make final rive year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 9473, mado May 25. 1906, for
the E'a, SW'.i, Lots 3 and 4, Suction
1 ON.,
7. Township
Itarige 6E., and
that said proof will be made Ixfore
Probate Clerk of Pernallllo County
st Albuquerque, N. M., on October o
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, anil cultivation or, tno lana, viz:
Fredrlo 'Jallegos. Darlo Chavez,
Jo- Lion
Jaramlllo.
Venceslado
(ii'U-goull of Altniqiierxiue. N. M.
MAN I'LL It. OTEKO,
ltegister.
A lazy liver leails to chronic 4ys
pepsla and coiistiptliition weakens
the whole system. Doau s itngulets
(25c a
correct the liver, tone
the sinniaih, cure wnstipa'.lon.

224 W. 6o!l

MAUGER

with Raube and Maufar
Of floe, lis North First St.
ALnCQCERQCE.
X. U.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LI VERT, 8ALB, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.

Hones and Mules Bought and

changed.
BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad aod
Copper Avenue,

INSURANCE

e,

Wilson

WOOL

Alubquerque, X. M.

e.

C

E. W. DOBSOX

Mrs. M.

Office Cromwell Block,

Star Furniture Co.

dis.

Saddle horae
a KnlnltT. TUy
drivers in the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the plcnlo wagor.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 60S.
113 John Rum

First National Bonk Building,

Office,

The Limit of IJfe.
The most eminent medical sclent-Itst- s
are unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life la many years be- low the attainment possible with the
Keep busy until you f incJ
advanced knowledge of which the
race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
214 W. Gold Ave.
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helper after 60
New Mexico
Is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic Albuquerque
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
NOTICE FOR PFULICATIOX.
Curd signs, "Ttoomt ror Rent." Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"Board," etc., for sale at the office of
August 19, 1907.
The Evening Citizen.
Notice is hereby given that Desl-dcri- o
n
Caraliajul, of Atrisco, N. M.,
Emlorscxl by tlio County.
to
filed notice of his Intention
"The most popular remedy In Otse- has
linal live year proof in support
make
go county, and the best friend of my
his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
family," writes Wm. M. Dietz. editor of
7260. made September 29, 1K02.
4nd publisher of the Otsego Journal. No.
for
E V4 NK hi. E k SE V4. SecGilbertsville, N. Y.. "is Dr. King's tion the
30, Township 11 N, Hange 2 W.,
New Discovery. It has proved to be
that Maid proof will be made bean Infallible cure for coughs and and
W. II. SS. Otero, U. S. court comcolds, making short work of the fore
at Albuquerque, N. M., on
worst of them. We always keep a missioner,
6. 1907.
bottle In the house. I believe It to October
names the following witnesses
be the most valuable
prescription to He
prove his continuous residence upknown for lung and throat diseases." on,
unJ cultivation of, the land, via:
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
Juan liaca. y Anoya. Komulo Chav-etaker, by all druggists. Price 60c and
Juan Castas, Donaclano Tapla, all
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
of Atrisco, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Indigestion

Highland Livery

FANCY DRY GOODS

Attorney at Law.

When you want to buy, tell,
rent or exchange

o

New etirivais of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In brown. Um
leading shade for the coming
X. T. Armljo Building.

l

Household Goods

i

TAILOR

I

8c
Appointments mnde by mall.
For the Next Ten Days
308 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.
At Lcm Than Cost to Close Oct
fell mniM C4-uMJSS O. P. CRANE. Milliner
LAWYERS
Dressmaking Parlor, 613
North Second St,
R. W. D. BRVAX

A COLLEGE
,Mex.

S.

Office hours, 0 R. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

A. Montoya

ATHLETE wishes a
position as a tutor on a ranch.
Address K. F. C, Amarron, New

741.

EDMCXD J. ALGER, D. D.

MONT, lOB North nrmt

L. C. GIELITZ
7

DENTISTS

rhono

Matteucci

riRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
AND ft AIR BR

DR. C. A. FRAXK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Harnett Building,
onice hours, 8 to 12, a to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

ten-doll- ar

Gold

The Leading Stationer.

Pa

Sur

geons. Over Vnnn's Drug Store.
Phono, Office and Res., 028.

and

215 Wfst

and

Physicians

X

HAWLEY

BROXSOX

&

Central

On the Corner

T. Armljo Building.

DRS. BRONSOX

E.

Supplies Finishing for Amateora.
loan Kodaka (res.

and Surgeon

& 7, X.

202

Eastman Kodaks

ircsT

Jj.

Physician

er

State of Ohio, City or xoleao,
Lucas Counts'. ss.
Frank J. C'henney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of K. J.
t'heney A Co., doing buslaesa In the
City of Toledo, County and Ktate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of UNK HUNDRED DOLLARS for euch
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall s Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 61 b day of December,
A. D. 1M0.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary fubltc.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acts directly on the tilood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
trouble is but a irmptom of, uxl not
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa- In PVimach
We think ol
ii44lf
true
tion.
Ihartbum, and Indlg.t(on 4 real dWuwn, "t
they RPn symptom orWr ol a oertam ipectiio
nothing m.
HAIR DRESSER AND CIIIROPO-DIST- . NtTV iirkrit-It wa tin's fact that flrt eurrwtly. 11 Pr PHonp
In the ( rvatiou ol thM now vry popular Kuiiaro
Mrs. Bambini, at Her parlors oppoKf!ii"1y Ir. hlKXi'i kmOorutiv.
Going (flrwi
sWonu brought trim cur.
site the Alvarado and next door to to th bt4imrh
Witiw
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give atxl favor to I'r. fehoopand hi
1
no
viUil prlncli
Jt original truf highly were
thorough scalp treatment, do hair uut
ti( h
to be had.
ftTr
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inurloijiti h diatrvii, bloating, UUiVnnw. Utl
growing nails.
She gives massage trith and baUuw oomnkxiou, try Lr. hinsiij i
f;
Tablftt or Liquid aim
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs. K"torati
aud will do. W aU aiAl cUmiw
Bambini's own preparation of com- i.nj what K run
..,...,,4
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures

and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

wi R.

Gaaraofo

TUTOR

French Bakery Co.

TolcplHwic, 886.

horse.
Scheer & Warllck, The New Furni- ROSENFIEIU'S,
1 18 W.
R.R.Ave
ture Store, 206 East Central avenue.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Cook
preferred.
Good
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
lijoras avenue.
BUREAU
'ANTED A good bookkeeper. Address with references. The Socorro
SOB 8. Second Street
Co., Elmendorf, N. M.
WANTED Girl for "general" housework, first class wages to right
Wanted-- Ar
Once, Servant Girl
party. Call 624 Copper avenue, af-t6 p. m. Mr. Robt. Putney.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on Miss
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
Crane, 612 North
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
also apprentices wanted.
FOR SALE.
WANTED Capable
lo
Four room adolte house
salesman
cover New Mexico with staple line,
and about an acre of
high commissions with $100 monthtine garden land, W.
ly advance Permanent position to
$ 800
Central avenue
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., DeThree room house, four
troit, Michigan.
lots, North
Fourth
1,000
street
WANTED Sltuntlon. Outside work
Three room house and
by a young man who Is a hustler
an acre of land, three
and willing to work. Address Box
miles north of town,.
400
C, F. P., care Citizen office.
Three room house, furYoung man,
WANTED Situation.
complete,
nished
two
23 years of age, desires permanent
good hordes, spring
position with a good reliable firm.
wagon and one acre
Have had three years general ofBOO
land
of
fice experience as bill clerk on a
Six room house. West
typewriter and can furnish referNew York avenue . . . 2,500
ences If desired. PIeae address
Six room house. West
Box C, L. L., care Citizen office.
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOR REXT.
LOST
FOUND
Six
room brick house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
LOST An opportunity If you did not
ward
$20.00
use these columns.
Apitrtments In Hope flats,
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
two to six rooms, modCitizen.
ern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick liotise,
FOUND Gold watch
chain and
hath, cellar, Fourth ward 23.00
charm. Owner can have same by
Seven room
brick house,
proving property at this office.
modern, furnished or
LOST A Japanese
pocketbook In
In.
close
blue-gra- y
silk handwork with oxiThree rooms for liirhthousc- dized silver chains and trimmings.
keeping, close In
15.00
Contents. 1 oxidized silver pen, 1
Five room house. South
bill. 1 silver dollar. Own15.00
Second
street
er will pay $25 reward in addition
Five room frame.
First
to the $11 contained by the purse,
20.00
ward
if purse and pen are returned to
this office.

rs

Look for the Label

Life nuiUling.

Occidental

Rooms

BREAD

Physician and Surgoon

Homeopathic

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

I.

W. M. SHEMDAV, M.

LOANS

R.R.

EastCentralavenue.
WANTFJA good" delivery
205

m

BUSINESS

On

2-

six-roo- m

Ing tells of the rapidity with which
stavep are taking the country.
He
says: "For twenty years the Newells
have run cattle In this wild and rugged district, but they are talking of
disposing of their holdings to
of Converse county. Gibson
runs sheep, Comly has sheep, the
Platte Valley company brings its
flocks near to the peak, outfits to the
northwest also encroach upon this
territory and I am told that the Two-Ba- r
outfit has Just purchased the
Kdholm & Akin place on Bear Creek
for the purpose of converting it into
a sheep ranch. The fifty per cent
sheep business Is driving everything
before it. It Is Inevitable that unless conditions change in the near
future all the lands of northern Albany county will be given over to
this Industry, which is making so
many of our citizens wealthy."
Hogget Wool.
A correspondent
In another county wants to know what is the meaning of hogget wool. This Is the designation given to wool which is not
shorn untU the second season. That
is to say. if a sheep Is born in February, and is not shorn until May of
the following year, there is more
than a year's growth and It Is hogget
wool.
It Is therefore longer and as
it Is the first shearing, it is silkier
and its fibres spindle up to a fine
point. This Is true, no matter what
the sex. Some wool merchants, however, have classifications of hogget
wethers and hogget ewes bat technically speaking a wether lleece may
be a hogget or it may not be according to whether It was or was not
grown and shorn as specified.
Ordinarily, however, wether
wool is
wool of a sheep which
has been
shorn before.

HOUSEHOLD

Pianos, Organ i
Furniture,
Colburn's
Wagona
Horses,
and
other Chattel
AgcneT
Employment
AND WAR
10
West Silver Ave.
Phono 480 ' also on SALARIES as
RECEIPTS,
low as tit
WANTED Capable
to HOUSE
salesman
1
100.
Loans ar
cover Aew Mexico with staple line and aa high as
prlvat
High commissions
with $100.00 quickly made and strictly
monthly advance. Permanent posi- Time: One month to one year given
tion ito right man. Jess H. Smith Goods remain in your
possession
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Our ratea are reasonable. Call anc
WANTED A wash woman. Apply see ua before borrowing.
09 Eleventh Street.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED HIGH CLASS PROPOSISteamship tickets to and from
TION Life Insurance agents wantparte of the world.
ed In all parts of New Mexico by a
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bide
Legal Reserve company. Splendid
S03H West Railroad Ave.
Cnli or
contract for eood men.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
write M. F. Sherfesee, 324 South!
j
Open Evening.
Edith street, Albuquerque.
WANTED Three bell boys at th
Alvnrndo hotel.
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLO
WANTED ? You can get It through
AND EXCHANGED
this column.
To buy all kinds of
WANTE
Offlot
Attoolsilon
hand furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
rnosmetloni

FOR SALE An Iron safe, new. In- qulre 110 West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Four good ponies, one
saddle. Call Robert's wagon yard,
200 North Broadway.
FOR "SALE At a 'bargain, furniture
of a
rooming house. Must
sell at once. Apply 217
South
Second street.
Five-rooSALE
modern
For
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise In
this column.
COR SALE; Half interest In estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Lou's and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tickets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to California. See us B 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office. 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Association.

Dock-maste-

Zionist Leader May Establish Industry Is In Most Pro
New Colony Near
nounced Successful ConMeadow City.
dition In History.

i ED
PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

in e n i.

Bred-to-La-

VOLIVA VISITS NOTES OF SHEEP

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters PERSONAL
and waitresses; also good cooks,
for small crews; good wages.
for small crews; good wages. Come
and see us If you want employ- -

FOR SALE

Tommy Shny

tracks except the

if

WANTED

FOR RENT Light, airy well-fu- r
nished rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, fl per week
and up. Minneapolis House, 524
South Second. A. T. Dsvjre, Proprietor.
FOR
furnished
RENT Pleasant
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
Comer
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Several small cottage,
all nicely furnished for housekeeping.
J. B. Block, Jemez
Hot
Springs. N. M.
nicely
A
FOR RENT
few
furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Craigc,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a real
estate ngent covld Interview in a
long time.
ROOM FTm
RENT Corner Gold
and Walter. Suitable for teachers
or pupils. Southeast corner.

.

PAGE SEVES.

Tlhese Ads Reaclh. More People Daily Thai You Can ee in a Month.
FOR RENT

74.,

CITIZEN.

i,

C L

Ri

EXCUR

Tommy Shary and Charlie Allen Rescue
Hundreds and They Want Hero
Medals For a Reward

.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

AVGrST SI. 190T.

B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.

Don't Forget The

Rooms 12 and 14), Cromwell Block, ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 130.
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE OTt
When In need of sash, door, fnunr
A. E. WALKER
etc Screen work a specialty.
491
South. First street. Telephone 403.
Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.
M. L. SCHUTT

Thos. F. Keleber
DEYOES RBAnT ViTurm
ne oaiion UuTers 600 Square I
rALJlblTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks. Lasts Frve Tear.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

Real Kstate and Loan.
Agent for the Travelers Insurance
408 Wast Rsllread Avenue
Company, Ilnrtfom. Ootin., Life and
company
I lie
.loi'Mleiit.
ntronircHt
writing accident insurance
TOn A OR API
in lite
world.
Dealers in Orscerles, Prorlslons, Has
210 South Second S street.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wine Liquor
MISCELLANEOUS
and Cigars. Place your orders fr
this line with ua.
7
NORTH TH "ID ST
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLF.LLAX
Justice of the. Pea
Precinct
No. 12. Notary Publk.
STirlEET
Collections.
Office 221 North KoKrind Ktret,
Resilience 723 North r'oNrth Street,
Alulspicrque, N. M.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Steam Sauna ire Factory.
T1IOS. K. I. MADDISOX
KMIL KLIENWORT
-- Masonln Bulldlnc. North T'u- 'Notary Public.
THORNTON & CO.
EXPERT 1IOISE CLEANERS.
twice with W. B. Oillders,
121 X. 3rd St.
117 Went Gold Avenue.
Stove reixilrlmr. polishing and wt-tinup a specialty.
We hire only
,10TT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS the most ex(erieiiced help in our
line.
Thy ovtcoine WcalfrwM.
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 62.
ril an ')ut)ttitna,lite
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BORDERS.
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INDERTAKER.
MEN AND WOMEN.
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F. W. SPENCER
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Architect.
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Lrcuiakf

Room 40 arid 47, Harnett Build lug,
Albaqnertjue, N. M. Phone Ul,

'ALBUQUERQUE

rAGK EIOTIT.

TV
WESTRAILROADAYE.
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WIND

UP SALE

OF

I'AHAO RAP IIS

r

lr.

a
den, W. Harrison
for Hernalilio this niirriiim.
comI. A. Dye of the Domingo
pany, was a north bound imeiiKor
this niornlnR.
Attorney U. W. T. Hryan was a
pnsseiiKer for Santa Fe this morning-.

.

LOW SHOES

FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
The balance of our Oxfords have to go within a few
days and we have lurther cut tne prices in order to succeed.
We have not all sizes in every line; yours may be here.
Won't you come and find out?

Ej

It Will Pay You To Investigate

.

Wonxti'fl ( niivat Oxford
Women's Ouivu Oxforwls
Women';. DonRoln. Oxfords
Women Viet Kid Oxfords
Women's Vlel Kid Oxford
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
Men's Can tom Shoes and Oxford
Men's Illnck and Tnn Oxfords
Men's lSlmk and Tan Oxfords
Men's Black wkI Tan Oxfords

$1.50
2.00
1.75
2.50
3.00
. 3.50
1.30
2.50
3.00
3.50

marked $1.13
.iiiirkcti 1.50
marked 1.13
marked 1.03
marked 2.35
mnrked 2.83
marked 1.20
markoil 1.93
marked 2.23
niarkixl 2.83

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

.g

I

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.
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HARDWARE
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Plumbers

You
Will

W. Central
Avenue

Tinners
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given

that

flinmhcrlain's

Coiic. Cholera
nnd
Diarrhoea Remedy. Rotter
Than Three Doctors.
"Three years ngo we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed In
vain. At last when all hope seemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and In a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
healthy a child as parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.
u
Base ba.ll ar.tl band concert by
American Lumber company band at
Traction park Sunday afternoon.
I. the undersigned, will not be responsible for any debts Incurred by
my wife from this dae. Harry Weber.
De Witt'iTcarbonized
Witch Hazel
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
o
Base ball and band concert by
American Lumber company band at
Traction park--. Sunday afternoon.

r

"

NOTICE

1
3

I

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glu,s Clocks Silverware.
Invite your trade and xtnirantec A Square Deal.

We

4

t

4 west.

We also have received a complete line of boys' shirts shoes,
hose, waist?, ties and other accessories -- All displayed in. our
big window.

Nice Hardwood Rulers Free for the Asking.

SIWION STERN
THE RAILROAD

AVENUE CLOTHIER

Shelled Nuts

Base ball and band concert by
American. Lumber company band at
Traction park Sunday afternoon.
S.YLK-irOi- m
of the finest
combliiHtlou.tlii Vint; and
intt liorweji ln,Ney Mexico.
sourl bra, sl years old. Can be
seen until Tuesday at tJoffs'
4 Blacksmith :liop, ConiH-- r ave- nue. The price Is $275. This
liorso Is suitable for a physician
4 or anyone who appreciates lino
4 liorsellesh.
.
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MONARCH GROCERY CO.

4

Malieucci Brothers
S

W
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BOYS. THEY

FREE

A Pair of Patented Stilts
Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to SI 0.00. Save your sales' tickets and wheri you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving dily, $3.50 to
S6.50.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 Scuth Second 113 West Gold
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SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE
UTENSILS

H. B. Wallenhcrst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601
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MINE AND MILL

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES

f

NATIONAL
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1

MILLER

and

II

1W.

COM!
WHITNEY
ANY
rtjtcail
W
Hurdwuro

UNION
MEAT

1

$2.50
3.23

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yotir Needs iot the Fair

jflXIXXIIIHTTHHimxXXXX

We want r.o sA your parents the Salt, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which begins September 3.

.ft

0.00

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

ABE

9.00

Between Central end Copper Ave,,

& COMPANY
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Lense Grln'ine Done on Premises

.v1

W. Tijeras

622-2- 4

8.5U

'
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
Green
Factory

4

4

$8.50
6.50

WOOD

Seasonable
Fruits and
Vegetables

if

4
4

niMiniTiif mi

WATCH

-

ON

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Just in.

"

FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Cerrlltos Lump
Anthracite
ut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Gas Coke.
Smithing Coal.

Fresh Meats

Fresh Shelled Pecans,
Walnuts and Almonds

EOH

COAL

CHAMPION
Grocery Co.

4

4

IN THE JEWELRY LINE

til

A RAIR

$4.00 AND ?S.OO PER

STOVES
RANGES

DIAMOND PALACE

A

An inspection of these good. will show at a glance that they
are a real bargain We also show a complete line of school suits.
Call and see them. Some of them have two pairs of pants-w- ell
made--goomaterial

THE

EYEIITT

i!

d

4
DENTIST
Has moved to rooms 24 and
25, Harnett Rhlg.
Most modern
electrical equipment In South- - f

4

EVERY THING

LOMMDRI

i

KNEE. RANTS

73 CENTS

tutiiitit tvti
Dr. II. M. Williams

4

::

rilE

Or

SOO RAiRS

115-11- 7

is conducive

Bar-

gains in Boys' Clothing and Furnishing, goods and the
goods have arrived here just in time for school opening
We have placed on sale

U Mv

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

GOME

Our New York Buyer has picked up some special

Oll-pha- nt

Exclusive Opticians

COE
JEWELER

.L
hi

All high grade goods sizes 3 to 19 years, both plain and
bloomer styles These pants were made from short ends of all
wool suitings and include all wool cheviots, worsteds, blue and
black serges, Thibets, etc. While they are worth $1.00 to $1 .75
we will let them go for

when you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly ritted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
110 South Second St.

1007.

Oll-pha-

dealer In Investment securities and
bonds, was in the city on business
yesterday and left last night for an
extended trip through the west.
Captain and Mrs. 11. M. Splvey left'
this morning for Wlllard, w here they
go to visit a son, who Is connected
with the engineering department oi
the New Mexican Eastern railway.
Louis Ilfeld went to Las Vegas this
morning for a three days'
visit.
When Mr. Ilfeld returns to the city
he will be accompanied by his family, who have been summering
at
Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
Dr. M. D. Welsh, company physician for the Domingo Lumber company, spent laat night In the city and
left this morning on his rnurn U
the company's saw mill In Ocelli
canyon, Sandoval county.
Charles Hankeln, purchasing agent
company of
for the John Becker
Belen. passed through the city this
morning en route to Chicago to
Mr. Hankeln expects to be absent from the
territory
several
weeks.
A.
Kaseman.
Geo.
treasurer of the
Albuquerque-Cerrlllo- s
Coal company,
operating at Madrid, went to Madrid
morning
this
with a small satchel
full of money with which to pay the
coal miners. Today Is pay day at the
Madrid mines.
Joshua Raynolds went to Los Vegas this morning to spend Sunday.
Mr. Reynolds took with him a large
bouquet of roses gathered from his
rosebeds on the Highlands. Mr. Raynolds says that they don't have roses
in Las Vegas.
Died this morning, Miss Lllla
aged 24 years, a sister of Miss
Anna udjard, a local school teacher,
at 605 South Arno street. The remains will be taken to the former
home of the deceased In Mankato,
Minn., for burial.
A. D. Coon, one of the "Old Timers" of Socorro, N. M., is spending
the day in the city. Mr. Coon says
that there Is nothing slow about the
Gem City Just now. They are getting
their fair grounds leveled off nnd
fixed up and preparing to have a first
class exposition.
A suit styled Ellas O. Garcia vs.
Eduardo Chavez was filed In the district court this morning. The plaintiff prays for a Judgment against the
defendant In the sum of $2,000 for

Home

AfGt'ST II.

BOYS9 CLOTHING

t lie

existing between C. G. Perry and John H.
name
of
under the firm
& I'erry, Is this day dissolved
by mutual consent; the said John
H. oliphant ratlring. and the said C.
I'erry continuing the business. C.
(.
G. Perry will pay all outstanding accounts owing by the said tlrm, and
will collect all debts due to it.
J. H. OLIPHANT,
C. G. PERKY.
Albuquerque, X. M., July 17, 1907.

cjj'
A Majestic Range

1

Johnny
London today report that
Relff, the American Jockey, has been
engaged
a
prominent
for
to ride
German turfman, at a salary of $60,-00- 0
per year.
Notice

SATtHDAV.

f

,iocki-:TO
GET $50,000 SALARY
New York, Aug., 24. Adyices from

partnership heretofore

-

4

VICINITY

Tangier, Aug. 24. Letters re- ceived here from Fex dated
August 20, declare that the sit- uitioii there is most grave. All
European residents have decld- ed to leave Ft)! at once. Repent- ed massacres of whites have oc- curred outside the cltv.

4

Od-Jar- d.

32

FEZ

mtrtttaiiusti
i

F. T. Cuale. the local representative of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance comany, returneil lam nigh:
from a two weeks' outiiiR on the Upper Pecos.
A marriage license. was lsueil this
afternoon by Probate Clerk Walker
to Miss Lucille McMillan of .spilnif-lleh- l.
Mo., and C. 1 Tooker, of this
city.
Victor Sals left for his ranch In
Valencia county yesterday to attend
to the dipping of his sheep. Harold
Mace, son of Contractor Mace,
Mr. Sals.
Mrs. Lillian Koblns and son, nu.-sel- l,
will leave Monday evening for
Los Angeles,
where they will vlsft
relatives from Philadelphia, who ure
alo at the city of Angels.
Mrs. V. H. Cooterern, who
has
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. W.
P. Fox. of 316 West Hunlng avenue,
for several weeks, left this morning
for her home In Xew York.
A. A. Marshall,
of Philadelphia,

buy-good-

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

UIXIZE19.

damages alleged to have been sustained In a transaction whereby the
In
defendant expended an amount
excess of the price agreed upon in
the purchase of 2. "68 old ewes and
8.35S lamitis for the plaintiff, nnd other matters.
The plaintiff also asks
that the costs and Interest on amount
due be charged to the plaintiff. Nelll
H. Felld Is the plaintiff's attorney.
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IMPLEMENTS
WAGONS

STEEL RANGES

M

Every Thing in the
h
P K Meat Line First Class in S
VJ
"
Quality
SB
Best Prices Possible
fc
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PLUMBERS
COOK STOVES
HEATING

ENAMEL

h Your Patronage Is Solicited
Nand Courteous Treatment
m
Assured.
rv m
113-115-11-
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TINWARE
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WORKERS

STOVES

SPORTING
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SHEET METAL
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